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ABSTRACT

Lithium batteries have a well documented tendency to fail violently un-
der abuse conditions which can result in venting of flammable and otherwise
hazardous material. The 18650 format batteries of interest here have a perforated
vent cap incorporated in the positive terminal which is designed to burst before
full case rupture under pressure build up. Here, the fluid dynamics of vent-
initiated failures is considered from pressure build up during thermal runaway
to the subsequent pressure driven venting flow. The characterization of the fail-
ures leads to improved safety for identifying cell failures and the impact on the
surrounding environment. Increasing the basic understanding of venting flows
links internal battery hazards and the safety of the surrounding environment.

Battery case strain and temperature were measured on cells under thermal
abuse which was used to calculate internal pressure via hoop and longitudinal
stress relations. Strain measurement is a non-invasive approach with no impact
on the chemical decomposition within batteries that leads to thermal runaway.
The experimental methodology and test apparatus were developed and validated
through predictable, representative test specimens of open cases and pressurized
gas cylinders. Live battery experiments reliably captured the final pressure rise
before venting onset. The pressure build up was observed to coincide with the
beginning of thermal runaway.

Vented material leaves the battery cells as a complex multiphase, reactive
flow. Experiments were performed to address droplet spray and interactions be-
tween nearby, steady gas jets representative of actual battery vents. Battery vents
were pressurized until failure with carbon dioxide and sucrose solution to repre-
sent electrolyte. High speed schlieren imaging visualized the droplet spray and
surrounding gas flow immediately after burst. The resulting droplet spray was
found to vary in characteristics depending on the fluid dynamic properties of
the liquid material. The resulting droplet flow spreads to angles wider than the
gaseous portions of the jet and are projected into the atmosphere. Image process-
ing methods were developed to extract droplet flow paths from the gas jets.

In the 18650 battery vent cap studied here, venting consists of four indi-
vidual jets. Fundamental fluid dynamic experiments were developed to study the
interaction between nearby gas jets, in a simplified geometry of two outwardly
oriented gas jets issuing into a quiescent environment. Particle Image Velocime-
try (PIV) measured the interaction between the jets which was quantified in terms
of mean velocity and turbulence strength profiles. A semi-analytical model was
developed to predict the combined jet velocity profiles and interactions. Jets of
small offset angles and orifice spacings demonstrated greater interaction in the
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combined flow field, and jets oriented outward at angles of more than 20° were
observed to not interact. Results of the experiments identify the flow field cre-
ated during vent failures which can be used to validate or enhance simulations
of mixing during venting failures and the evolution of the potentially flammable
environment created outside of the cell. The work presented here provides quan-
tifications to the broad scenario of venting flows which assists the characteriza-
tion of battery failures.

Keywords: Lithium ion battery; Safety; Venting failure; Internal pressure; Jet
interaction
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NOMENCLATURE

List of symbols, subscripts, and modifiers

General symbols

Symbol Description
m Mass
P Pressure
t Time
T Temperature
V Volume
ρ Density

Symbols specific to internal pressure measurement experiment

Symbol Description
A Thermal output correction polynomial constant
b Case thickness
c Circumference
d Outer case diameter
E Youngs Modulus
GF Gauge factor
h Thickness (for strain gauge application)
Kt Transverse sensitivity
l Case length
r Case radius
R Substrate radius of curvature
V Voltage
α Thermal expansion coefficient
δ Case shape factor
ε Strain
ν Poissons ratio
σ Strain
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φ Strain gauge rotation misalignment angle

Subscripts specific to internal pressure measurement experiment

Symbol Description
A Strain gauge adhesive
B Strain gauge backing
EX Excitation
H Hoop direction, thin method
H, t Hoop direction, thick method
i Inner
int Initial
L Longitudinal direction, thin method
L, t Longitudinal direction, thick method
o Outer
OUTPUT Strain gauge output
t Thick method
T/O Thermal output

Symbols specific to venting flow experiments

Symbol Description
a Orifice diameter
A Jet velocity profile constant
Ae Exit area
B Velocity decay constant
C Jet velocity profile constant
Cd Discharge coefficient
D Orifice spacing
dp Seeding particle diameter
k Gladstone-Dale constant
L Stokes number characteristic length
Lc Droplet spray characteristic length
M Mach number
n Index of refraction
N Number of frame pairs in data set
njets Number of jets from vent cap
R Gas constant
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r Spanwise coordinate
s Streamwise coordinate
s0 Virtual origin location
Stk Stokes number
U Axial exit velocity
u Mean local axial velocity
uj Mean local streamwise velocity
Uj Streamwise exit velocity
Uu Mean velocity uncertainty
u′ Turbulent velocity
u(t) Instantaneous axial velocity
v Mean local radial velocity
x Axial coordinate
y Radial coordinate
γ Ratio of specific heats
θ Jet offset angle
θL Liquid droplet spray angle
µ Dynamic viscosity
ρp Seeding particle density
σu(t) Instantaneous velocity standard deviation

Subscripts specific to venting flow experiments

Symbol Description
0 Stagnation property
1 Referring to jet 1
2 Referring to jet 2
η Jet location parameter
atm Atmospheric
c Flow centerline
e Exit property
j Jet centric coordinates
out Out of control volume
p Local peak
rms Root-mean-square

Modifiers
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Modifier of property x Description
dx Differential quantity
∆x Finite change
ẋ Time rate of change
x(t) Instantaneous property value at time t
x′ Turbulent value (instantaneous value less mean value)

List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Abbreviated text
BMS Battery management system
CID Current interrupt device
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CT Computer tomography
FTIR Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy
LCO Lithium cobalt oxide
LDA Laser Doppler Anemometry
LFP Lithium iron phosphate
MTI Material Technology International Corporation
NCA Nickel-cobalt-aluminum
Nd:YAG neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
NI National Instruments
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NMC Nickel-manganese-cobalt
NPT National pipe taper
PEEK Polyether ether ketone
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
PTC Positive temperature coefficient
PTV Particle Tracking Velocimetry
SMD Sauter Mean Diameter
SOC State of charge
STP Spray tip penetration
TSI Thermo-Systems Engineering Co.
UNC Unified National Coarse Thread
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research motivation

Energy storage in electrochemical batteries is integral to most systems in
the modern world. Batteries are used on widely ranging scales from personal
electronics and vehicles to large grid-scale applications. Worldwide lithium ion
battery production for portable electronics and vehicles has been consistently in-
creasing over time [2]. Gaining popularity, battery-based energy storage systems
for power grid applications are generally tasked with duties such as resiliency,
peak-shaving, frequency regulation, and arbitrage [3]. Similar to small scale bat-
tery use, total capacity of energy storage systems on the power grid in the United
States has been increasing exponentially over recent years [4].

While lithium ion batteries have favorable performance characteristics in
many applications, these cells have the tendency to fail violently under various
abuse conditions which necessitates research into processes involved in these fail-
ures. Of the concerns surrounding the often explosion-like failure of lithium ion
batteries, flammability of the vented material is of high importance. Examples of
highly publicized battery fires include popular cellular telephones and onboard
equipment of commercial aircraft [5, 6]. The persistent and ongoing need to mit-
igate the risks of lithium ion batteries is well documented in timelines of real-
world failures, and the overall number of incidents is increasing as individual
devices become more popular [7, 8]. Eventhough the size and application of bat-
teries varies greatly, the unifying factor between failures is that the mechanism
linking a fault within a cell to the safety of the surrounding environment is the
fluid dynamics of the vented material.

While aspects of battery technology are multidiscipline in nature, charac-
terizing the external fluid dynamics of individual cell failures can be systemat-
ically approached by describing the physics in three unique processes: internal
pressure buildup from gas generation, vent mechanism burst, and external vent-
ing. Internal gas generation is driven by the breakdown of internal cell com-
ponents which has been extensively studied with calorimetry experiments, but
quantification of the internal pressure has not been achieved and would provide
a novel ability to describe the chemical processes involved in thermal runaway as
the reactions could be described as both functions of temperature and pressure.
Buildup of internal pressure leads to vent burst which becomes the motive force
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and a boundary condition of the subsequent transient venting flow. The inter-
nal state of the cell at the moment when the vent mechanism bursts is the initial
condition, and certain measurable flow parameters of the battery vent provide
the remaining information for a simple description of the flow [9]. The external
fluid dynamics of the venting flow is further complicated by being multiphase,
and commercial battery vents have a unique orifice design. As such, experimen-
tal measurements of battery venting are also necessary to fully describe the fluid
dynamics. Of specific interest here is the 18650 format battery because it is the
most widely used and produced size lithium ion battery [10].

1.2 Lithium ion battery technologies and abuse testing

Conditions which can lead to battery failures include overcharge, over-
discharge, high temperature, low temperature, over-current, internal defects, me-
chanical loading (shock, crush, and penetration), and age [11]. Abuse conditions
generally initiate a rise in temperature which drives exothermic reactions within
the cell. If these reactions become self sustaining, the battery is said to be in ther-
mal runaway [12]. Experiments have shown that the onset of thermal runaway
generally occurs below 125 °C [13]. These conditions can become a safety concern
when the failure is not able to be contained within the cell and a venting event
occurs. The primary diver behind cell venting is the generation of gases internal
to the cell. Oxygen gas is generated at the cathode of common cell chemistries in-
cluding lithium-cobalt-oxide (LCO), nickel-cobalt-aluminum (NCA), and nickel-
manganese-cobalt (NMC) [14]. Reactions within the electrolyte can lead to gener-
ation of hydrocarbons which are flammable and further increase pressure within
the cell [12]. The combination of oxygen and hydrocarbons creates a scenario
where combustion is possible regardless of the external atmosphere composition.

In typical lithium ion battery construction, an anode, cathode, and sepa-
rator are tightly wound and placed inside the battery case along with a liquid
electrolyte. As shown in Figure 1.1, the positive terminal of the cell is crimped
in place at the end of the cell. Safety features located at this terminal include
the burst disk and vent, positive temperature coefficient (PTC) element, and cur-
rent interrupt device (CID) which is connected to the cathode via a foil tab [15].
The foil tab is connected to the vent cap at a perforated plate which generally
has varied geometry based on the manufacturer of the cell. Aside from to be-
ing referred to as a vent cap in this study, this assembly is sometimes called an
“Anti-Explosive Cap” [16]. While designed with safety measures to combat the
effects of abuse conditions, thermal runaway can still occur in some instances.
If the pressure within the cell becomes too great, these vent caps are the com-
ponents intended to fail in order to prevent complete case rupture or explosions.
Vent caps have been tested separately from the battery to create a more controlled
experiment [9].

Safety mechanisms are designed and fabricated into lithium ion batteries
to mitigate the potential for catastrophic failures at the cell level. CIDs electrically
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the components in an 18650 format bat-
tery.

disconnect the electrochemical components of a battery from external circuitry if
conditions within the cell present high venting failure risk [17]. Cylindrical bat-
teries usually have a current interrupt device which physically breaks an elec-
trical connection when significant pressure is applied to an internal diaphragm,
rendering the battery permanently disconnected from external circuits [15]. PTC
elements are components which increase in electrical resistance at elevated tem-
peratures. Generally located at a terminal, a PTC can effectively prevent current
flow into or out of a battery, and thus provides good protection from electrical
abuse conditions. Similar to the PTC, thermal fuses can be used to permanently
disconnect a battery from external circuits at elevated temperatures. The phe-
nomena of separator shutdown, which is technically a material failure within
the battery, can act as a passive safety element to protect against high internal
cell temperatures. Separator shutdown blocks ion transport when the tempera-
ture becomes higher than the melting point of the polymer separator, causing it
to melt and effectively stopping additional charging or discharge. However, if
temperature continues to rise, large holes in the separator can form and lead to
energetic failures as an internal short circuit is created [18].

General testing procedures have been created to provide abuse testing
guidelines for lithium ion battery abuse testing under the United States Advanced
Battery Consortium [19]. These guidelines provide comparison between cells,
and a baseline for more specialized tests. Abuse testing addresses the potentially
dangerous conditions batteries may be exposed to, but thermal and mechanical
abuse are prevalent and uniquely difficult to prevent.

Thermal abuse occurs whenever a battery is exposed to temperatures out-
side of its specified operating range and is typically related to environmental con-
ditions. Thermal abuse testing is performed when evaluating the thermal run-
away process, chemical composition of vented material, or flammability risk of a
given cell. The 18650 format cell is frequently used in laboratory scale calorime-
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try where the relations between state of charge (SOC), calorimeter pressure, peak
temperature, and test duration are compared. In general, experiments have shown
increased calorimeter pressures, peak temperature, and decreased time before
thermal runaway as SOC is increased [20]. Calorimetry experiments have been
used to subject cells to extreme conditions with failure modes such as “jelly roll”
ejection where the vent completely fails and the electrochemical components of
the battery exit the case [21]. Cone calorimetry tests on LCO 18650 cells have been
used for sampling of vented material throughout thermal abuse testing which
showed increased concentrations of vented carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
for cells at higher initial SOC [22]. Imaging within cells during thermal abuse test-
ing has been achieved by real time computer tomography (CT) scanning. When
coupled with infrared imaging of the surface of an 18650 cell, the internal failure
location was noted to correspond with a hot spot on the outside of the battery
case [23].

Electrochemical components in battery are kept in very close proximity
for maximized capacity and performance but are carefully separated to avoid
internal short circuits which easily trigger thermal runaway. Battery cases are
intended to keep these components safe, but mechanical abuse may overcome
this protection. In mechanical abuse tests, initial failures are highly localized via
an internal short within the battery. CT imaging has been used after testing on
18650 cells subjected to blunt rod and nail penetration tests to visualize internal
shorts [24]. Mechanical abuse testing on larger cells has suggested that torsion is
a weakness within cell construction beyond the traditional penetration tests [25].

The cell chemistry plays a large role in the relative safety and response of
different cell to various abuse conditions. With the interest in developing safer
cathode chemistries, lithium-iron-phosphate (LFP) cell chemistries have been ex-
tensively evaluated. LFP cells are more thermally stable than metal oxide chemistries
and have a flatter discharge voltage curve, but they have a lower nominal volt-
age which is a challenge to accommodate in portable power applications [26]. In
thermal abuse testing of LFP cells, there was less heat generation measured when
compared to LCO [27]. Other thermal runaway experiments showed that like
LCO and NMC cells, LFP battery venting contained hydrogen gas [28]. Lithium
iron phosphate (LFP) cells have been tested at various SOC values where the
venting of hydrocarbons was measured. In the presence of an ignition source,
this vented material had a high likelihood of combusting [29]. In other experi-
ments, thermal abuse tests on LFP have implemented Fourier Transform-Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) which measured potentially dangerous levels of hydrogen
fluoride gas [30]. While LFP cells are generally considered more safe than metal
oxide based batteries, there are still serious flammability risks involved. Some
research has gone into moving towards a sodium based chemistry (NaxFePO4F)
which has been demonstrated as cost effective and less hazardous than current
chemistries [31].

Most applications of lithium batteries require multiple individual cells to
be arranged into a larger pack based on voltage, current, and capacity demands.
Experiments performed on battery packs have generally been similar to those
performed on single cells. Examples include thermal abuse via fire testing which
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led to venting and combustion of vented material [32]. Additional research has
included chemical analysis of vented material via FTIR [33]. Experiments have
also been performed to demonstrate the propagation of failure from one cell to
others in a battery back. These cascading battery failures occur as a cell in ther-
mal runaway can be the source of thermal abuse to adjacent cells in the pack
[34]. In these tests, cylindrical cells have shown reduced risk of failure propaga-
tion than pouch cells because of less efficient heat transfer between cells [35]. To
mitigate risks in battery packs, recent research and development has focused on
thermal management, evaluating air cooling, liquid cooling, and inclusion of a
phase change material between cells [36, 37, 38].

Another key aspect of battery safety focuses on ensuring the safe operation
of batteries by avoiding abuse conditions all together. Incorporated within bat-
tery powered systems, a battery management system (BMS) is generally tasked
with preventing overcharge, overdischarge, and over temperature conditions [39].
Modern BMS also use various methods to quantify state-of-health (SOH) and
SOC [40]. Under circumstances with high power demands, thermal management
is key in allowing cells to operate efficiently, safely, and responsibly for the long-
term preservation of battery performance [41]. These thermal management sys-
tems may incorporate basic lumped capacitance heat transfer models to ignore
conduction within cells and focus on external convective cooling [42, 43]. How-
ever, increased accuracy may be achieved by considering the anisotropic thermal
conductivity within cylindrical cells [44]. By considering the health of batteries
while they are in use, steps can be taken to avoid hazardous conditions with the
potential to lead to cell failures.

High-speed schlieren imaging was used to observe the external dynamics
of lithium ion battery venting under thermal abuse and overcharge from multiple
cell formats and chemistries as shown in Figure 1.2 [45]. Battery voltage, current,
and case temperature were recorded simultaneously with high speed imaging.
This previous work demonstrated the complex fluid dynamics of battery failures
and provides the foundation for investigating external multiphase venting char-
acteristics.

While extensive work has been performed on understanding and man-
aging the relative risks of different cell chemistries and how broadly different
battery pack configurations respond to abuse, a detailed analysis of how indi-
vidual features in the construction of the ubiquitous 18650 format battery relate
to battery failure characteristics has not yet been performed. Constraints have
been applied when analyzing battery venting including a stated burst pressure
of 3,448 kPa [46]. However, more recent experimental work has measured burst
pressures between 1,829 kPa and 2,364 kPa [9]. This has been further applied to
model the venting process from 18650 cells using isentropic flow equations and
an initially choked flow [47]. However, expanding the level to which venting pa-
rameters are quantified will assist the evaluation of battery failures regardless of
abuse condition or cell chemistry.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Axial and (b) side view schlieren images of a LG MG1 (NMC)
battery venting after being heated with two cartridge heaters placed adjacent to
the outer battery case. These heaters were electrically powered at a rate of 75 W.

1.3 Jet characteristics and multiphase droplet spray

The venting flow from an 18650 format lithium ion battery should be gov-
erned by the vent geometry, internal pressure, and fluid properties. The vent
on 18650 batteries is not a single opening, but rather four individual openings
within the positive terminal. This results in the production of four radially ar-
ranged turbulent jets with roughly equal orifice shapes and sizes as shown in
Figure 1.3. The jet phenomena may be first approximates as a simple, single-
phase free shear flow entering a quiescent environment. A simple jet flow may
be described within three distinct regions as the axial velocity profile evolves
from a top-hat shape at the nozzle or orifice, to a transitional region with some
remaining plateaued core velocity, and finally to a Gaussian distribution in the
far field [48].

Identifying the outer boundary of a jet is important to understand prop-
agation and mixing into the ambient environment. The spreading is generally
conical with a given spreading angle measured as the half-angle of the cone.
To establish the outer boundary of the jet, multiple early experimental studies
demonstrated a linear expansion within a cone shaped jet with spreading angles
ranging from 7°to 20°[49]. Tollmien provided an analytical solution based on the
work by Prandtl which gave a spreading angle of 12°[50]. More recent experi-
mental works implementing Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Doppler
Anemometry (LDA) have demonstrated an ambiguity in determining the outer-
most boundary of the flow with demonstrated spreading angle differences for
circular and annular jets [51].

By measuring the Gaussian velocity distribution in the far field, the evo-
lution of the jet half width, the radius where local mean velocity is half the cen-
terline velocity, may be used as a more consistent spreading metric. Spreading
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of an 18650 cell and the approximate loca-
tion of the four radially grouped jets issuing from the vent cap as based in the
locations of vent cap openings. Intact and open images show where the burst
disk lifts allowing venting to occur.

rate at the jet half width as well as the centerline velocity decay constant are both
consistent values regardless of the jet Reynolds number [52]. Commonly used
values for the spreading rate and centerline decay constant are 0.102 and 5.9 re-
spectively [1]. Additionally, experimental results have demonstrated that, like
velocity profiles, pressure and root-mean-square turbulent velocity profiles are
also self-similar [53]. Experimental and analytical conclusions on free shear jets
from a simple nozzle are generally consistent with other flow configurations such
as orifice plates and wall bounded jets with minor adjustment to spreading rate
and velocity decay [54, 55]. Parallel rows of jets also show self-similarity with
notably decreased velocity decay than single jets due to entrainment [56].

However, the multiphase nature of battery venting must not be ignored as
liquid electrolyte spray occurs simultaneously with the gas jets. Liquid breakup
in multiphase flow is generally driven by shear and rupturing instabilities char-
acterized by Reynolds number, Weber number, and velocity differences between
phases [57]. Further, droplet breakup may be divided into four distinct regimes:
Rayleigh, first wind-induced, second-wind induced, and atomization where each
respective regime has progressively smaller droplets when compared to the over-
all scale of the flow [58]. These regimes may also be characterized by comparing
droplet breakup length to velocity. Within the Rayleigh regime, breakup length
increases with velocity until a transition point where wind-induced breakup leads
to shorter breakup lengths with further increases in velocity. Beyond the first
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wind-induced regime, the second wind-induced regime shows breakup down-
stream or the orifice while atomization occurs at the orifice itself [59].

In the case of battery failures, previous work has visualized the high ve-
locity flow resulting in droplet atomization [45], and the bulk geometry of such a
spray is of importance. Within the atomization regime, spray angle is a function
of fluid densities, nozzle or orifice geometry, and Taylor parameter which itself
is a function of Reynolds and Weber numbers [60]. The geometric parameter for
determining the spray angle shows some trends within similar designs, but gen-
erally is determined for each unique nozzle or orifice design [61]. The spray angle
is not greatly affected by the gas momentum within the flow [62]. The velocity
profile of droplets within a spray follows similar trends to that of a free shear jet,
but increases in the droplet Stokes number have been demonstrated to increase
the potential core velocity profile and significantly delay spreading [63].

Combustible spray systems pose additional challenges and parameters to
be characterized. Characterization of relative performance between combustable
sprays often relies on experimental characterization of spray tip penetration (STP),
Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD), and mean velocity distributions [64]. High-speed
schlieren imaging with digital image post-processing have effectively visualized
droplet spray characteristics including STP, cone angle, and projected area [65].

Experimental measurement of the particle and velocity fields can be per-
formed using various techniques, but PIV has become nearly an industry stan-
dard. This experimental method provides full field velocity measurements by
correlating groups of particles between time-resolved image pairs and quantify-
ing their displacement within the field of view [66]. Stokes number is used to
describe whether a particle closely follows the surrounding flow and is defined
as the ratio of the relaxation time of the particle to a characteristic timescale of the
flow. In PIV applications, a Stokes number much smaller than unity is desired.
Using the Stokes flow approximation, the relaxation time of the particle is a func-
tion of diameter, particle density, and surrounding fluid viscosity [67]. Depend-
ing on the flow conditions, illumination hardware, and camera specifications,
various solid or liquid particles with different sizes and densities may be chosen
for different PIV applications. Experimental work has determined the accuracy
of tracing in terms of maximum relative slip velocity between the particle and
flow as a function of Stokes number [68]. In general, it is desirable to have trac-
ing particle diameters on the order of 1 µm in turbulent and high speed flows, but
porous or hollow particles with low density may also be used [69]. Oil droplets
on this diameter scale have been successfully used for PIV measurement of the
velocity profile of Mach 1.5 impinging jets within 1% of the velocity predicted by
isentropic flow relations [70]. Other applications with high speed flows measured
by PIV include flow over wings in supersonic wind tunnels and shock boundary
layer interactions [71, 72]. The related technique of Particle Tracking Velocimetry
(PTV) technique can be used in a similar way to PIV with more sparse particle
seeding by tracking individual particles [73]. While seeding particles may be
added to follow a transparent, gaseous flow, PIV can also be used to visualize
droplets within a spray. In this way, PIV techniques are especially well suited for
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characterization of lithium ion battery venting.

1.4 Present research objectives

This research is motivated to advance understanding of the battery vent-
ing process under abuse conditions by developing a new technique for pre-burst
pressure measurement and characterizing the subsequent venting. The goal of
the complementary experiments and predictive models developed here is to broadly
describe the fluid dynamics and associated physical processes of venting flows
issuing from a pressurized volume. Specifically this work will:

• Develop the theory for, and apply a non-invasive, strain based method-
ology to measure internal pressure changes within a sealed volume with
compensation for thermal expansion.

• Provide velocity field and turbulence quantification for steady-state gas
venting flow from multiple outwardly directed gas jets.

• Determine how the introduction of a liquid phase affects the velocity, flow
front penetration, and spreading rate of transient venting flow of multiple
interacting jets.

• Characterize the fundamental transient, multiphase fluid dynamics of the
flow field created by multiple jets issuing from a finite volume, pressurized
reservoir.

Although the applications described here are for a particular size of bat-
tery case, the research will develop a fundamental understanding of the failure
dynamics of pressurized cylinders. The measurement methodology can be ap-
plied to any pressurized cylinder under thermal and pressure loading. The in-
ternal pressure measurement approach developed here allows for a non-invasive
quantification of cell pressure under varying abuse conditions. This method will
correlate case strain measurements in the hoop and longitudinal directions of the
battery case to internal pressure with a compensation for thermal expansion. This
will allow measurement of the internal pressure of a battery leading up to the on-
set of venting, which will also define the initial condition for the resulting venting
flow.

A systematic approach will be implemented to experimentally quantify
the venting process from 18650 format batteries. Experiments will simulate the
venting flow under controlled conditions with different flow visualization tech-
niques: high-speed schlieren imaging and PIV. Multiphase venting upon vent
burst will be simulated to quantify spray tip penetration, jet projection angles,
and droplet spray angle with an emphasis on differentiation between gas and
liquid components of the flow. Gas venting under steady conditions will provide
full-field velocity quantification, and interactions between outwardly projected
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jets will be described in terms of parameterized spreading rates and velocity de-
cay constants. Additional analysis of steady state venting will include turbulence
statistics and description of jet interactions in the velocity fields. The fluid dy-
namic investigations here ultimately develop a fundamental understanding of
how multiple transient turbulent jets interact and how multiphase flow alters the
jet behavior and transient development.

Optical flow measurements provide a more thorough characterization of
the fluid dynamics of a battery failure than previously attained. Primarily, a
greater scientific knowledge of lithium ion battery safety will be developed as
the physical mechanism contributing to their greatest hazards will be uniquely
understood.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY AND VALIDATION OF STRAIN-BASED INTERNAL
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

Under abuse conditions, batteries exhibit a contained build up of pressure
until the moment of vent mechanism burst. Pressure build up is the result of the
thermal runaway process. The ability to measure this pressure rise is important
to understand the onset of venting and the processes that lead up to it. Tightly
wound, delicate electrochemical components within the cell make accessing the
inside of the battery case for direct pressure measurement virtually impossible
without damaging the battery or affecting how it responds to abuse. Here, mea-
surement of the cylindrical case’s mechanical response to the build up of internal
pressure avoids these limitations. Experiments were performed to demonstrate
how strain gauges may used to perform noninvasive pressure measurement of
batteries under thermal abuse conditions. Further, this experimental methodol-
ogy may be applied to any pressurized cylinder.

2.1 Theoretical basis of experiment

Pressure contained within an enclosed cylinder will cause mechanical stress
along its length and around its circumference in what are referred to as longitu-
dinal and hoop components, respectively. To measure these stress components,
two strain gauges are adhesively bonded to the outside of the cylinder wall. Each
strain gauge has a resistive grid which is oriented in the direction of the stress
component it measures as shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1.1 Thin walled method

Typical 18650 battery cases have a wall thickness that is much smaller than
their diameter. Analysis of thin walled cylinders treats stress within a small finite
region of the outer case of a cylindrical, pressurized vessel as two dimensional
and planar with stress components around the circumference (hoop) and along
the length (longitudinal) of the cylinder. For a thin walled cylinder, analytic ex-
pressions relate hoop (σH) and longitudinal (σL) stress to the internal pressure (P)
within the cell as described by:
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representing the arrangement of two stacked strain
gauges mounted to a pressurized cylinder for measurement of hoop and lon-
gitudinal strain. The specific example of a cylindrical battery is presented.

σH =
Pd
2b

(2.1)

σL =
Pd
4b

(2.2)

These equations contain geometric constants for the cylindrical battery di-
ameter (d) and case thickness (b). These two stress parameters are converted to
strain via the Young’s Modulus (E) for the given case material. Since perpendic-
ular stress components (hoop and longitudinal stresses) are acting on the battery
case, the Poisson effect must be considered. Hooke’s Law considering two per-
pendicular, in-plane, stresses, may be used to predict the associated strains in the
hoop (εH) and longitudinal (εL) directions:

εH =
σH

E
− νσL

E
(2.3)

εL =
σL

E
− νσH

E
(2.4)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio and the case material is assumed to be isotropic.
By measuring total strain of a battery case, the internal pressure is thus inferred.

Thermal expansion must be considered for the temperature ranges ob-
served in thermal runaway events. The strain measured in experiments can be
assumed to be the sum of the components due to changes in internal pressure and
temperature [74]. Expansion along the length and circumference increases the
longitudinal and hoop strain measurements respectively. Changes to the length
(dl) and circumference (dc) to the battery case as a result of a finite temperature
increase (dT) are both forms of linear thermal expansion as described by [75]:

dc = απdintdT (2.5)

dl = αlintdT (2.6)
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The subscript int denotes the initial battery length and diameter. The co-
efficient of thermal expansion (α) is a material property and assumed constant
over the temperature changes expected. By noting that engineering strain (ε)
is defined as the change in length to the original length of an object, Equations
2.5 and 2.6 may be rearranged to show that the component of case strain due to
changes in temperature may be expressed as the product of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient and the finite temperature change.

Summing the components of strain due to internal pressure and tempera-
ture increases gives [76]:

εH =
σH

E
− νσL

E
+ αdT (2.7)

εL =
σL

E
− νσH

E
+ αdT (2.8)

Equations 2.7 and 2.8 represent the measurements that would be recorded
by strain gauges mounted to a battery in the hoop and longitudinal directions as
it undergoes thermal abuse. These two equations may be subtracted from one
another to eliminate the effects of thermal expansion giving:

εH − εL =
1 + ν

E
(σH − σL) (2.9)

Substituting the expressions for hoop and longitudinal stress from Equa-
tions 2.1 and 2.2 gives:

εH − εL =
1 + ν

E

(
Pd
2b
− Pd

4b

)
(2.10)

Solving the above equation for internal pressure gives:

P =
4Eb

d(1 + ν)
(εH − εL) (2.11)

This expression states that the internal pressure is proportional to the dif-
ference of the two strain measurements.

2.1.2 Thick wall method

As the assumption of a thin cylindrical shell becomes less applicable as
wall thickness increases, additional analytical expressions exist for a thick wall
scenario [77]. In particular, the hoop (subscript H, t) and longitudinal (subscript
L, t) stress relationships for a thick wall on the outer surface are:
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σH,t =
2Pr2

i
r2

o − r2
i

(2.12)

σL,t =
Pr2

i
r2

o − r2
i

(2.13)

where ro and ri are the outer and inner cylinder radii respectively. For clar-
ity the geometric relationships d = 2ro and b = ro − ri hold true, but expressing
thick wall hoop and longitudinal stress in terms of diameter (d) and case thick-
ness (b) in a manner similar to the thin wall equations is cumbersome.

Noting that the relationship in Equation 2.9 is determined from plane stress
and linear thermal expansion relationships and not the thin wall method itself, a
similar equation can be written by replacing σH and σL with σH,t and σL,t respec-
tively:

εH,t − εL,t =
1 + ν

E
(σH,t − σL,t) (2.14)

Substituting Equations 2.12 and 2.13 into Equation 2.14 gives:

εH,t − εL,t =
1 + ν

E

(
2Pr2

i
r2

o − r2
i
−

Pr2
i

r2
o − r2

i

)
(2.15)

which may be solved for a pressure relationship similar to Equation 2.11
for the thick wall method as:

Pt =
E

1 + ν

(
r2

o − r2
i

r2
i

)
(εH,t − εL,t) (2.16)

where pressure (Pt for thick wall method) is again proportional to the dif-
ference in the strain measurements, but the coefficient has changed from the thin
wall method.

2.1.3 Comparison of the thin and thick wall methods

It can be noted from Equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.12, and 2.13, that hoop stress
is always twice the longitudinal stress within both analytical models. The only
difference between the relationships is how the parameters related to cylinder
geometry are treated. The cylinder geometry in the thin wall case affects strain
components via the parameter:
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d
b

(2.17)

whereas the geometry affects thick wall case stress via:

r2
i

r2
o − r2

i
(2.18)

Through substitution of the geometric relationships between radius (inner
and outer), diameter, and thickness, it can be shown that:

r2
i

r2
o − r2

i
=

d
b

(
d2/4− db + b2

d2 − db

)
(2.19)

Since the term within the parenthesis in Equation 2.19 defines the rela-
tionship between thin and thick wall stress relationships, this parameter may be
called a relative shape factor and given the symbol δ. Accordingly:

r2
i

r2
o − r2

i
=

d
b
(δ) (2.20)

with:

δ =
d2/4− db + b2

d2 − db
(2.21)

Using this relative shape factor, the hoop and longitudinal stress relation-
ships for the thick wall method can be rewritten in terms of their respective com-
ponents from the thin wall method as (by letting P = Pt):

σH,t = 2P
(

d
b

δ

)
= 4δ

Pd
2b

= 4δσH (2.22)

σL,t = P
(

d
b

δ

)
= 4δ

Pd
4b

= 4δσL (2.23)

In both of the above equations, the ratio of corresponding stress compo-
nents from the two analysis methods is consistently 4δ. Symbolically:

σH,t

σH
=

σL,t

σL
= 4δ (2.24)

Examining the shape factor δ at a case thickness of zero:
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Figure 2.2: The ratio of respective stress components calculated via thick and thin
wall methods as a function of the ratio of case thickness to outer diameter.

d2/4− d(0) + (0)2

d2 − d(0)
=

1
4

(2.25)

demonstrates that Equations 2.22 and 2.23 reduce to σH,t = σH and σL,t =
σL respectively. Thus, the thick and thin wall stress methods are equivalent when
case thickness is zero. As the case thickness increases towards b/d = 0.5, a
solid cylinder, the ratio between thick method stress and thin method stress ap-
proaches zero as shown in Figure 2.2

For completeness, the ratio of internal pressures calculated from Equations
2.11 and 2.16 yields:

Pthin method

Pthick method
=

P
Pt

= 4δ (2.26)

The thin wall method will thus underrepresent the internal pressure con-
tained within a cylinder as the thickness increases. In most scenarios, including
18650 format batteries, the thin wall stress method is acceptable and results in
a discrepancy of approximately 2%. Selection of thin versus thick method for
individual tests is discussed further in Section 2.7.

2.1.4 Considerations and anticipated limitations

Values for cell diameter, case thickness, Poisson’s Ratio, and Young’s Mod-
ulus can be measured directly with material testing. However, these parameters
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may be estimated if experimental strain data can be fixed to a known pressure
state of the cell. This could be the battery state at the moment of venting onset
where strain is expected to reach a maximum value which can be related to the
expected burst pressure as reported in the literature [78]. Variability in this esti-
mation between pressure and strain states would be influenced by the results of
direct vent pressurization testing.

Limitations of this approach include localized failures within the cell. This
could include deformations of interior battery components associated with events
such as an internal short. Gas generation can also be localized within the cell prior
to failure (e.g. trapped between anode and cathode layers), leading to nonuni-
form pressure distribution. To address this, initial tests were performed with
multiple sets of strain gauges on a single cell.

Variable case thickness or other geometric irregularities leading to strain
concentrations will have an effect on the accuracy of Equation 2.11. Hoop and
longitudinal strain relations are derived for an even internal pressure. Thus, in-
consistent internal pressure or the presence of other force loading on the cylin-
drical shell will decrease the accuracy of pressure calculations. To address this,
initial tests will be performed with multiple sets of strain gauges on a single cell.

2.2 Expected strain measurement range

Using Equation 2.11 for internal pressure and Equations 2.7 and 2.8 for
strain, approximations can be made to identify the range of strain measurements
anticipated. This informed data acquisition techniques and equipment used. Pre-
vious work determined that 18650 format cells generally begin venting before an
internal pressure of 3 MPa and temperature of 200 °C [9, 47, 13]. Battery cases are
often constructed from tool steels such as A3 which has properties listed in Table
2.1 [16, 79, 80]. Typical empty battery cases sold as components have diameters
of 18 mm with a thickness of 0.25 mm.

Table 2.1: Approximate tool steel properties used in battery case construction
Property Symbol Value

Young’s Modulus E 200 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.285

Thermal expansion coefficient α 10.7 · 10−6 1/°C

From Equation 2.9, hoop strain must always be larger than longitudinal
strain. By substituting a pressure of 3 MPa and temperature of 200 °C into Equa-
tion 2.7, the maximum reasonable hoop strain measurement is 2,600 µε. At this
same temperature and pressure, Equation 2.8 provides a maximum reasonable
longitudinal strain measurement of 2,260 µε. For both of these strain measure-
ments the portion of strain due to thermal loading is 2,140 µε.
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For clarity, microstrain (µε) is used here to specify engineering strain (ε)
without repeatedly noting multiplication by 10−6. Engineering strain in the lon-
gitudinal direction (εL) is:

εL =
∆l
lint

(2.27)

where ∆l is elongation due to internal pressure build up and lint original
length. Similarly in the hoop direction, engineering strain is:

εH =
∆c
cint

=
∆d
dint

(2.28)

where cint original circumference and ∆c is the change in circumference
after internal pressure has increased. Hoop strain is thought of as a change in
circumference for consistency with the planar stress assumptions of the thin wall
method, but hoop strain may also be considered in terms of original diameter
(dint) and diameter change (∆d).

2.3 Strain measurement corrections

While ideal strain gauges and experimental conditions would provide strain
data which are immediately able to be used for internal pressure measurement,
real limitations exist regarding thermal output, substrate curvature, transverse
sensitivity, and gauge misalignment. To fully correct for these errors, the raw
data is initially corrected for thermal output and the incremental thermal output
associated with substrate curvature which occurs in the hoop direction. These
two thermal outputs are mainly related to relative thermal expansion between
the gauge and test specimen. This step is done initially because these errors are
a function of the gauge and test specimen combination and are not affected by
the experimental stress state. The second correction for transverse sensitivity re-
moves any numerical dependence between the hoop and longitudinal strain val-
ues. Last, gauge misalignment is accounted for via a simple coordinate rotation.

Thermal output is caused by a relative thermal expansion mismatch be-
tween the strain gauge and the substrate along with electrical material property
changes at elevated temperatures. While care was taken in selection of strain
gauges to match the steel substrates used throughout testing, this factor cannot
be eliminated entirely at the temperatures associated with battery abuse testing.
As such, a thermal output correction function was used as provided by the man-
ufacturer in the form: [81]

εT/O = A0 + A1T + A2T2 + A3T3 + A4T4 + A5T5 (2.29)
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where A0 through A5 are constants provided with each gauge design and
T is the temperature in degrees Celsius. For the strain gauges used in these ex-
periments, the thermal output correction coefficients are listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Thermal output coefficients for Vishay WK-06-120WT-350 strain
gauges

Coefficient Value
A0 −4.63× 101 µε
A1 2.38× 100 µε/°C
A2 −1.80× 10−2 µε/°C2

A3 2.84× 10−5 µε/°C3

A4 1.15× 10−7 µε/°C4

A5 −3.70× 10−10 µε/°C5

The thermal output (εT/O) is given as a strain to be subtracted from the
measured strain such that:

εthermal corrected = εmeasured − εT/O (2.30)

In the hoop direction specifically, the cylindrical substrate is sufficiently
curved such that an additional thermal output correction is needed. This incre-
mental thermal output (∆εT/O) is calculated from the equation:

∆εT/O =
1
R
[(1 + 2νA−B) (hAαA + hBαB)− 2νA−BαS (hA + hB)]∆T (2.31)

where R is the radius of curvature of the substrate (here the radius of cur-
vature of the battery case is used), νA−B is the average Poisson’s ratio of the ad-
hesive and backing, hA is adhesive thickness, hB is gauge backing thickness, αA
is the thermal expansion coefficient of the adhesive, αB is the thermal expansion
coefficient of the gauge backing, αS is the thermal expansion coefficient of the
substrate, and ∆T is the change in temperature from reference temperature [82].
All of these coefficients are provided by the strain gauge manufacturer [81].

In the configuration of interest here with perpendicular measurements of
hoop and longitudinal strain, the thermal output corrected values are corrected
for transverse sensitivity via Equations 2.32 and 2.33 [83]. Transverse sensitiv-
ity arises because foil grid style gauges (as used here) change resistance when
strained in any direction. While the grid is designed to maximize sensitivity in
the desired measurement axis, the electrical connections at the ends of these runs
display small resistive changes under strain in the perpendicular direction. Of
note, ν0 is the substrate’s Poisson’s ratio, and Kt is the manufacturer provided
transverse sensitivity factor.
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εH, transverse, thermal corrected =
(1− ν0Kt) (εH, thermal corrected − KtεL, thermal corrected)

1− K2
t

(2.32)

εL, transverse, thermal corrected =
(1− ν0Kt) (εL, thermal corrected − KtεH, thermal corrected)

1− K2
t

(2.33)
The last correction performed is an in-plane rotation through angle θ to

correct for any misalignment of the gauges which may occur during the bonding
or adhesive curing phases of gauge mounting. The angle φ is measured after
the gauge mounting process where the rotation is observed as a misalignment
between alignment markings on the strain gauge and a burnished layout line
along the length of the test specimen. The equations below are used to arrive at
final corrected strain values from the transverse/thermal corrected strains:

εH, final = εH, transverse, thermal corrected cos2 φ

+ εL, transverse, thermal corrected sin2 φ + 2τHL sin θ cos φ
(2.34)

εL, final = εL, transverse, thermal corrected cos2 φ

+ εH, transverse, thermal corrected sin2 φ + 2τHL sin φ cos φ
(2.35)

where the shear term τHL is given by:

τHL =
1
2

tan (2φ) (εH, transverse/thermal corrected − εL, transverse/thermal corrected) (2.36)

2.4 Design of laboratory test setup

A test facility was designed and constructed to measure the external case
strain of 18650 format batteries under thermal abuse conditions. The test setup
consists of a heated cylindrical chamber with ports for instrumentation and a
viewing window shown in Figure 2.3(a). A 4-NPT-size, Schedule 160, steel pipe
section is used to create the body of the chamber, and standard pipe flanges are
threaded to the ends to provide rigid mounting points for removable end caps.
The chamber interior space is 87 mm in diameter by 305 mm long. End caps incor-
porate instrumentation pass-throughs on one side of the chamber and a battery
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Figure 2.3: Images of the test setup installed at New Mexico Tech including (a)
the test chamber, (b) instrumentation end cap, (c) insulation structure, and (d)
battery holder.

viewing window on the other. Figure 2.3(b) shows the completed instrumen-
tation end cap which has ports for a thermocouple probe to measure chamber
gas temperature, three reconfigurable passthroughs for thermocouples and strain
gauge leads, and an inlet and outlet for a remote purge system. Thermocouples
are embedded into the main body of the test chamber to measure the temperature
gradient within the steel, thus allowing calculation of heat flux into the chamber.

The chamber body is evenly wrapped with three electrical rope heaters
(Hotwatt brand, model: GR30-120/960w120v/sf1-6) each capable of outputting
960 W (2,880 W total) to create even heating within the chamber interior. Achiev-
ing high heating rates in the chamber is important to be able to subject batteries to
different abuse scenarios. A flexible insulation wrap made of fiberglass, ceramic
fiber, and Nomex is placed around the test chamber body immediately outside of
the rope heaters and secured with stainless steel pipe clamps. The test chamber
itself is placed inside of a rigid insulation structure shown in Figure 2.3(c). This
structure is fabricated from laser cut acrylic sheeting and has a modular design
of double-pane panels. A final step taken in improving heat transfer to batteries
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is the use of a helium environment inside the chamber. This improves heat trans-
fer significantly as helium has a high thermal conductivity value of 0.142 W/mK
compared to a value of 0.024 W/mK for air.

During an initial heating test there was an unpredicted cascading failure
of the rope heaters at a chamber temperature of 275 °C. All subsequent tests were
limited to a maximum chamber temperature of 225 °C while the heaters were on
to provide a safety margin for the resiliency of the test apparatus.

A battery holder was designed and fabricated to securely hold a cell prior
to and during venting within the center of the test chamber. Shown in Figure
2.3(d), the holder uses laser cut, high temperature silicone rubber cradles with a
series of aluminum rings and standoffs. This holder fits within the inner diame-
ter of the test chamber with minimal movement. The cradle shape of the silicone
is designed to allow the battery to expand freely throughout testing and to not
cause any stress concentrations which would negatively affect strain measure-
ments. Two small silicone rubber rings are laser cut and placed on one side of the
battery case adjacent to the two sides of a silicone holder to minimize movement
during positioning. The strain these rings places near the end of the battery case
are negligible.

Data acquisition is performed with a National Instruments (NI) cDAQ sys-
tem and controlled through LabVIEW. The system is configured to record tem-
perature, strain, and pressure data as well as control the operation of inlet and
exit valves used for remote purge of the gas within the chamber after a test. Four
J-type thermocouples are embedded in pairs on opposite sides of the chamber
wall. Each pair has a thermocouple at a depth of 3.3 mm and 10.1 mm which
correspond to roughly 25% and 75% of the wall thickness, respectively. K-type
thermocouples are used to measure interior chamber gas temperature and surface
temperature of the battery on the side of the case and on the positive terminal at
the end of the vent cap. Chamber static pressure is also recorded and monitored
throughout testing.

Micro-Measurements brand perpendicularly oriented, stacked strain gauges,
shown in Figure 2.4, are bonded to the outer surface of the test specimens with a
high temperature, two part epoxy which cures at room temperature (HBM brand,
X280 adhesive). Mounted at 90° to each other, the stacked gauge configuration
allows mounting over a single location on the cylinder. These gauges have a
nominal gauge factor (GF) of 2.02. Each strain gauge is wired in a three-wire,
quarter bridge configuration with 350 Ω resistors using RJ50 style circuit comple-
tion breakouts from a NI 9237 strain gauge measurement card. The quarter bridge
arrangement provides adequate thermal compensation as hoop and longitudinal
strain values are to be subtracted from each other as previously discussed. This
measurement card has an input range of ±25 mV/V in terms of the ratio of mea-
surement voltage to excitation voltage with a 24-bit resolution. This corresponds
to a measurement precision of 3.0 · 10−6 mV/V. To complete the quarter bridge
wiring configuration, solder pads are bonded to the test specimen surface simi-
larly to the strain gauge. These solder pads provide a secure electrical connection
and strain relief to prevent damage to gauges while being installed into the test
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chamber.

Figure 2.4: Micro-Measurements brand, model WK-06-120WT-350 strain gauges.
Two strain gauges are incorporated into a single unit and are arranged at right
angles to allow simultaneous measurement in the hoop and longitudinal direc-
tions.

The ratio of measurement voltage (VOUTPUT) to excitation voltage (VEX)
for a quarter bridge configuration is [84]:

VOUTPUT

VEX
= −GF · ε

4

(
1

1 + GF · ε
2

)
(2.37)

With the previously calculated maximum anticipated strain values of 2,600 µε
in the hoop direction and 2,260 µε in the longitudinal direction, the largest volt-
age ratio measurements will be -1.31 mV/V and -1.14 mV/V respectively. By
substituting the precision of the voltage ratio measurement into Equation 2.37,
the strain measurement precision is 5.9 · 10−3 µε.

2.5 Heating rate calibration series

A necessary step in the validation of the test setup was calibrating the
system to have predictable interior heating rates as a function of the electrical
power output of the heaters. Calibration tests were performed on the test cham-
ber at electrical power values ranging from 576 W to 2,308 W by varying the in-
put voltage to the electrical heaters with a variable autotransformer. Three tests
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were conducted at power settings corresponding to 20%, 50%, and 80%. Each test
heated the chamber for 60 min or until a chamber gas temperature measurement
of 225 °C was reached. All tests started with zero gauge pressure and the chamber
at room temperature. Temperature and pressure data were recorded throughout.
Interior gas temperature increases and associated linear fits for this calibration
testing are shown in Figure 2.5(a). Temperature increases were approximated as
linear to provide a nominal heating rate useful in comparison to other calorime-
try testing. Linear fits are calculated as regressions of chamber temperature from
a time of 5 min to the end of the test. The nominal heating rates for the calibration
tests follow a linear relationship with the heater setting as shown in Figure 2.5(b).
Extrapolation of the data yields a maximum possible rate of 9.57 °C/min at the
maximum heater setting of 2,880 W. However, tests were kept below this rate to
minimize the risk of heater failures.

Figure 2.5: (a) Gas temperature increase versus time and linear fits for the heat-
ing rate calibration test series, and (b) plotting the nominal heating rate versus
electrical power input for these tests.

2.6 Uncertainty estimation for strain based pressure measurement

Uncertainty propagation calculations were performed on the final internal
pressure measurement equations developed for thin and thick wall cylinders to
account for uncertainty in strain measurements, geometry, and material proper-
ties. Uncertainty for the thin and thick wall internal pressure measurements were
respectively calculated as [85]:
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where the partial differential terms are easily calculated from Equations
2.11 and 2.16. Since both strain measurements varied throughout each experi-
ment, many of the partial differential terms varied accordingly, and uncertainty
was calculated continuously throughout each experiment. In general, as strain
measurements increased throughout experiments exhibiting a pressure build up,
the uncertainty also increased.

Individual parameter uncertainty values in Equations 2.38 and 2.39 were
approximated for each of the parameters used to calculate internal pressure un-
certainty (∆P or ∆Pt). Uncertainty in case thickness (b), diameter (d), outer radius
(ro), and inner radius (ri) are all approximated to be equivalent to the 0.01 mm de-
gree of measurement of the digital calipers used to perform these measurements.
Strain measurement uncertainty in both directions was calculated as 2.8 µε. This
value corresponds to twice the standard deviation of strain measurement noise
bands recorded on static, unheated test samples. Material properties were not ex-
pected to vary significantly between similar samples in both validation and live
cell tests, and were estimated at 5% for incorporation in uncertainty propagation.
These uncertainty calculations were used to apply error bars on internal pressure
measurement traces for both validation experiments and live battery abuse tests
as reported in Figures 2.9, 2.12, and 3.8.

While material properties including Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio
were not expected to vary significantly between similar samples, these proper-
ties demonstrated the largest potential source of systematic error in the measure-
ments which is attributed to a lack of precise manufacturer specified properties.
Thin steel specimens of various grades demonstrated variances of up to approx-
imately 20% from typical, approximately 200 GPa Young’s Modulus values [86].
Similarly, Poissons Ratio is approximated to vary up to 0.015 (unitless) [87]. These
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variances from typical values were not included in this uncertainty approxima-
tion because they represented a systematic error causing a change in the slope
of entire pressure trends rather than a continually varying, random uncertainty
associated with the recorded measurements.

2.7 Validation experiments

2.7.1 Measurement of thermal response from 18650 battery case

Two validation experiments were conducted to demonstrate the strain based
internal pressure measurement approach. The first experiment involved heating
an empty 18650 battery case to demonstrate the thermal expansion component
within the strain measurements. The empty 18650 battery case was purchased as
an unassembled cell component and was simply a thin-walled cylinder with one
end closed and the other end open. There were no electrochemical components
installed, and there was no vent cap crimped into place. Since the cylinder was
open, no pressure built up. As such, hoop and longitudinal strain measurements
as described in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 reduce to the thermal expansion term. The
hoop and longitudinal strain measurements were thus expected to be identical in
this scenario.

The thermal expansion validation was performed at a heater power of 50%
which corresponds to a nominal heating rate of 4.8°C/min until a maximum sur-
face temperature of 180°C was observed. The trial was run in duplicate to address
repeatability. Shown in Figure 2.6, the strain gauge was mounted to the center of
the battery case, and no de-lamination was noted during or after testing. Slight
darkening of the epoxy adhesive and a hazing of the PEEK plastic insulation on
the strain gauge lead wires were noted, but were not correlated to any lack in
measurement performance.

Shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 hoop and longitudinal strain were mea-
sured throughout the heating process. The dashed lines represent the raw data
as recorded in LabVIEW while the solid lines have been corrected for thermal,
curvature, transverse sensitivity, and misalignment effects as described in Sec-
tion 2.3. In both trials, the corrected values report strain values closer to zero
than the raw data. While thermal output correction attempts to remove most
erroneous measurement, strain typically increases with some notable non-linear
trends throughout the heating of the battery case. Strain values in both trials, in
hoop and longitudinal directions, show an initial linear increase in strain as tem-
perature increases prior to a broad peak between 60°C and 100°C followed by
subsequent fluctuations. Since hoop and longitudinal strain measurements fol-
low somewhat similar, even if highly non-linear, trends, pressure measurements
retain a degree of confidence because it is calculated from the more consistent
difference between the two measured values.
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Figure 2.6: Open 18650 size battery case with strain gauge and data acquisition
wiring attached.

Both trials show trends on the same order of magnitude, but the measured
thermal effects were greatest in the first trial (Figure 2.7). This is attributed to un-
known residual stresses within the battery case which were a result of the cold-
worked fabrication method of the steel. As metal was heated, there may have
been some internal stress relief in the battery case which resulted in lower effects
observed in the second thermal expansion trial which was performed with the
same case. Another uncertainty which was systematically minimized in subse-
quent tests was the screw connections between the soldered in place strain gauge
wires and the permanent data acquisition wires. Since these wires are connected
via a screw connection, the compression of the crimped wire ferrules on the strain
gauge leads may have a slightly variable contact resistance. This is further com-
pounded with the compression of the ferrules potentially changing as differential
thermal expansion may have occurred between dissimilar metals in the electrical
junctions. In the second trial, the screw connections were tightened until the fer-
rules completely crushed and the screws were unable to be tightened further.
This should provide more consistent contact resistance between tests.

The raw and corrected strain measurements from Figures 2.7 and 2.8 were
used to calculate an indicated pressure in both open case trials. As shown in
Figure 2.9, the data show a nonzero internal pressure. Since the case is open,
this indicated pressure is clearly nonphysical and is presented to demonstrate
an upper bound of the measurement uncertainty. Corrected strain values from
both trials demonstrate a range of pressure uncertainty of approximately 400 kPa
where the indicated pressure increases during the first trial and fluctuated around
zero for the second. The open 18650 battery case trials demonstrate the ability to
improve measurement uncertainty via the corrections described in Section 2.3,
and provide a means to bound the certainty of measurements taken in live cell
tests.
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Figure 2.7: Raw and corrected strain measurement values versus temperature for
the first open battery case thermal expansion validation trial

2.7.2 Internal pressure rise from constant volume heating of a carbon
dioxide cartridge

A second more rigorous demonstration of the system capabilities was per-
formed in which a carbon dioxide cartridge was heated until failure. These car-
tridges are small, pressurized cylinders containing nominally 12 g of carbon diox-
ide common in bicycle tire inflators and compressed gas pellet guns. The de-
formation of these cartridges is governed by the same hoop and longitudinal
stress relations as a cylindrical battery. Under increased temperature, the pres-
sure within the cartridge must increase predictably according to the Ideal Gas
Law as plotted in Figure 2.10. The pressure increase as a function of temper-
ature is calculated here as a constant volume heating from the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) REFPROP database [88]. Throughout
this process, the contained volume of carbon dioxide is at a constant density, be-
cause there is a fixed mass at fixed volume, which must be known to define the
pressure-temperature curve.

In addition to the internal pressure measurement technique validation,
this experiment is designed demonstrate the containment capability of the calorime-
ter fixture and cradle, as the carbon dioxide cartridge is likely to fail and vent at
temperatures lower than the venting onset point for many 18650 format batteries.

Density within a Crossman brand carbon dioxide cartridge was calculated
to an average value of 840 kg/m3. This was calculated by measuring the volume
of the cartridges via water displacement then measuring mass before and after
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Figure 2.8: Raw and corrected strain measurement values versus temperature for
the second open battery case thermal expansion validation trial

piercing the case and venting the carbon dioxide. Using a density of 7,860 kg/m3,
the volume of the steel case was calculated. The volume difference between the
total cartridge and the steel case is the carbon dioxide volume, and the difference
in the two mass measurements is the amount of carbon dioxide originally con-
tained within the cartridge. Five samples were tested and are reported in Table
2.3.

Table 2.3: Volume (V) and mass (m) measurements of Crossman brand carbon
dioxide cartridges to calculate carbon dioxide density (ρ)

Sample Cartridge Cartridge Steel case Steel case CO2 CO2 CO2
V (mL) m (g) V (mL) m (g) V (mL) m (g) ρ (kg/m3)

1 19.0 43.71 3.90 30.69 15.1 13.02 863
2 19.5 43.47 3.91 30.72 15.6 12.75 818
3 19.0 42.79 3.84 30.21 15.2 12.58 830
4 19.0 43.65 3.92 30.83 15.1 12.82 850
5 19.0 43.20 3.88 30.53 15.1 12.67 838

Mean 19.1 43.36 3.89 30.59 15.2 12.77 840

After determining the carbon dioxide density contained within one of the
cartridges, strain gauges were bonded to four samples from the same production
batch as shown in Figure 2.11(a). Three of the sample cartridges were tested as
purchased while another was pierced at the reduced diameter end to relieve pres-
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Figure 2.9: Indicated pressure as a function of temperature for the open case val-
idation trials

sure and create an unpressurized baseline reference. Each cartridge was heated
until failure or a surface temperature of 180°C at a rate of 4.8°C/min. Failure of
the pressurized cartridges occurred at temperatures between 80°C and 100°C for
all three full cartridges. The failures all manifested as longitudinal splits running
along the length of the main cylindrical body of the sample as shown in Figure
2.11(b) and (c). These splits appeared to begin at the spherically domed end of
the cartridge. During each failure, the strain gauge was torn and delaminated
from the cartridge.

Internal pressure build up was then calculated for each of these four vali-
dation trials. The thick wall pressure equations were used because the case thick-
ness (b) of 0.83 mm and outer diameter (d) of 18.6 mm would lead to the thin
wall pressure calculation method underreporting the internal pressure by 13% as
determined from Equation 2.26. Since the manufacturer of the cartridges did not
disclose specific material composition or properties for the steel case, the same
material properties listed in Table 2.1 which correspond to the battery case ma-
terial were used. Since the strain measurements are only capable of capturing
pressure build up from when they were mounted, each of the pressurized trials
was fixed to the NIST database pressure value of CO2 at 30°C. This also avoids
complications due to initial erratic behavior as seen in the second pressurized
cartridge trial associated with potential residual stresses in the cartridge walls.
Figure 2.12 shows the measured internal pressure build up for each of the three
pressurized cartridges, the unpressurized baseline, and the NIST reference data
for a constant volume heating of carbon dioxide.

Throughout the majority of the heating process, both pierced and pressur-
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Figure 2.10: Internal pressure versus temperature for carbon dioxide with a con-
stant density of 840 kg/m3.

Figure 2.11: Carbon dioxide cartridge with strain gauge mounted (a) before test-
ing and (b-c) after burst from two perspectives.

ized carbon dioxide cartridges demonstrated pressure measurements similar to
expectations. The pierced, and therefore unpressurized, cartridge showed no ap-
preciable pressure response when compared to the pressurized samples. Aside
from minimal initial transience on the second pressurized cartridge (green line
in Figure 2.12), pressure increased nearly linearly with temperature as was pre-
dicted by the thermodynamics for a constant volume heating. On all three pres-
surized test specimens, the curves began to steadily curve upwards which is as-
sociated with the yielding of the steel cartridge prior to burst. Yielding behav-
ior was not captured in the internal pressure estimation because the hoop and
longitudinal stress model is built on an assumption of elastic material behav-
ior. The measured pressure traces are ended between temperatures of 80°C and
100°C and correspond to the moment when the cartridge burst. The difference
in slope between the reference data and the measured internal pressure traces
was associated with the estimated values for Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ra-
tio used because the exact material properties and composition of the steel alloy
used for the carbon dioxide cartridge were not given by the manufacturer. These
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Figure 2.12: Pressure versus temperature for pressurized and pierced carbon
dioxide cartridges heated until failure or test fixture temperature limits.

two material properties define a constant coefficient E/(1 + ν) which propor-
tionally relates internal pressure to the strain measurements. Differences in this
term caused a change in slope between the NIST reference and measured pres-
sure traces. The majority of the material property uncertainty was attributed to
the potential Young’s Modulus variation which has been reported up to 20% for
thin samples of steels of various grades [86]. The slope difference between pre-
dicted and measured pressure trends is smaller than this possible 20% variance
in material property. In spite of this uncertainty, the general trends between in-
ternal pressure and temperature measurements compare well to what would be
expected from a constant volume heating.

The carbon dioxide cartridge validation experiments were significantly
less susceptible to measurement uncertainty than live battery tests. The previ-
ously described validation experiment with empty 18650 cases demonstrated an
uncertainty band of approximately 0.4 MPa for an unpressurized specimen. In
the compressed carbon dioxide cartridge validation, the material yielded at an
internal pressure near 40 MPa, but live cells are expected to begin venting near
2 MPa. Given the much higher pressure responses from the carbon dioxide car-
tridge validation experiments, the results presented here represent a more ideal
example of the capabilities of this measurement methodology.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS FROM LIVE 18650 THERMAL ABUSE
EXPERIMENTS IN THE INTERNAL PRESSURE

MEASUREMENT CALORIMETER

Live battery abuse tests focused on determining the ability to implement
the internal pressure measurement methodology during thermal abuse testing
and quantitatively describing the trends of the internal pressure build up prior
to venting onset. LG brand, model HE2 batteries were tested because the lithium
cobalt oxide cathode chemistry has well documented and demonstrated venting
failures under thermal abuse [13]. LG branded vent caps, generic across multiple
cell chemistries, have an experimentally determined burst pressure of 1.906 MPa
[9]. The known burst pressure is a reference to evaluate the accuracy of the strain-
based internal pressure measurement. State of charge was established at 100%
and confirmed prior to testing by collaborators at Sandia National Laboratories,
and all cells tested were from the same manufacturing lot for consistency between
trials. Measuring when and how gas generation occurred prior to venting onset
provides a deeper understanding of how a battery fails under thermal abuse.

The same stacked strain gauges used in validation trials were bonded to
the four live battery test samples using the same X280 room temperature cur-
ing epoxy adhesive along with solder pads for circuit protection and strain re-
lief as shown in Figure 3.1(a). Trials were performed at nominal heating rates
of 2.4°C/min, 3.6°C/min, and 4.8°C/min. The highest heating rate test, which
was the same rate that validation experiments were performed at, was tested in
duplicate. Tests began at room temperature and were performed until battery
failure. Venting onset occurred between 138°C and 151°C for all four live cell
tests, but the vents quickly became clogged and heating was applied until a sec-
ond, much larger failure occurred. Strain data was unable to be recorded after
the initial venting because the strain gauges, and particularly the soldered cir-
cuit completion joints, typically failed during the first venting event. Heating
was applied until the second venting event to ensure that battery decomposi-
tion was as complete as possible to minimize the risk to test operators after the
experiment. Batteries vented gas along with a significant amount of solid partic-
ulate likely associated with the second failure event which typically melted holes
through the end of the cell opposite the vent mechanism. After each test, the
strain gauge and electrical connections were completely delaminated from the
battery surface, shown in Figure 3.1(b). Due to the destructive nature of these
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tests, thermocouples and strain gauge wiring and terminal blocks were regularly
replaced between tests.

Figure 3.1: Images of an 18650 battery (a) before abuse testing with strain gauge
and electrical connections bonded to the surface and (b) the same cell after testing.

Battery surface temperature and test chamber pressure were recorded through-
out the individual live battery trials as shown in Figure 3.2 and provided useful
information about how the experiments progressed towards a venting failure.
Test chamber pressure provided information confirming when venting began.
Venting onset is observed as the large, nearly instantaneous pressure jumps. Bat-
tery surface temperature was observed to rise roughly linearly after some initial
transience as was the case in the validation trials. A short time before and after
venting onset, the battery surface temperature began increasing at a higher rate
which is associated with thermal runaway. The surface temperature and cham-
ber pressure data compare well between the two repeated 4.8°C/min trials. The
test duration increases with lower heating rates while failure temperatures are
similar between all trials.
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Figure 3.2: Battery surface temperature and test chamber pressure throughout
the four live battery tests.
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3.1 Strain measurements from individual tests

Hoop and longitudinal strain measurements were recorded during all four
live battery thermal abuse tests. Shown in Figures 3.3 through 3.6 hoop and
longitudinal strain values varied widely between individual trials and demon-
strate some initial unpredictable behavior before an ultimate rise before failure.
All data traces shown have a restricted domain to the moment venting was first
noted via chamber pressure measurement. After first venting, the strain mea-
surement tended to jump between the maximum and minimum of the potential
measurement range as determined by the NI cDAQ measurement card. This is
indicative of failing electrical connections in the strain gauge circuit completion
which would coincide with strain gauge delimitation as was observed after all
four live battery tests. Reported internal pressure values were calculated via the
thin wall method given the 0.12 mm measured case thickness of the LG brand
batteries and the outer diameter of 18.0 mm.

Figure 3.3: Hoop and longitudinal strain measurements and the corresponding
indicated internal pressure for the first 4.8°C/min trial.
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Figure 3.4: Hoop and longitudinal strain measurements and the corresponding
indicated internal pressure for the repeated 4.8°C/min trial.

Figure 3.5: Hoop and longitudinal strain measurements and the corresponding
indicated internal pressure for the 3.6°C/min trial.
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Figure 3.6: Hoop and longitudinal strain measurements and the corresponding
indicated internal pressure for the 2.4°C/min trial.
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All four tests demonstrated some erratic behavior in early strain measure-
ments (typically below 100°C). This behavior manifested as an apparent or in-
dicated internal pressure build up. Much of these early indicated pressures are
clearly non-physical as they reached negative values multiple times larger than
atmospheric pressure. This phenomena is attributed to potential interactions
between internal battery components and the case along with relief of residual
stresses from the forming process of the battery case. In the higher heating rate of
both 4.8°C/min tests, these affects appear to have been minimized. While initial
strain measurement trends appeared unpredictable, the difference between the
two measurements provided the information needed to calculate internal pres-
sure and was typically more consistent than individual measurements.

In all tests, a final rise in strain measurements and a growing difference
between hoop and longitudinal values was noticed. This manifested as a rising
internal battery pressure immediately prior to venting onset. The onset of this
pre-venting pressure build up began at different moments for each trial, but all
cells showed an accelerating rate of pressure build up until the battery vent ulti-
mately opened. The final indicated burst pressure for each trail is listed in Table
3.1. Vents from LG branded batteries have an experimentally determined mean
burst pressure of 1.906 MPa [9] which is comparable to these final pressures in all
but the 3.6°C/min trial. The uncharacteristically low value for the strain based
burst pressure measurement on this trial is attributed to the large negative in-
dicated internal pressure before the final pressure build up. When considering
the 2.06 MPa difference between the minimum (−1.63 MPa) and final indicated
internal pressures for this trial, the pressure built up at the end of this trial is com-
parable to the burst pressure of an LG brand battery vent. Of note, the spread of
these measured burst pressures can be accounted for by variability in vent mech-
anism burst pressure and the roughly 0.4 MPa measurement uncertainty range
demonstrated in empty battery case validation experiments.

Table 3.1: Indicated burst vent burst pressure
Heating rate Pressure (MPa)
4.8°C/min 2.50

4.8°C/min (repeat) 1.84
3.6°C/min 0.435
2.4°C/min 2.16

3.2 Pressure build up versus time and temperature

Due to the wide range of heating rates, the total test duration varied sig-
nificantly between trials as shown in Figure 3.7. The final pressure build up
time duration was also longer for lower heating rate tests. Time to failure and
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Figure 3.7: Comparing indicated internal battery pressure versus time between
the four trials.

the beginning of accelerated pressure build up are similar between the repeated
4.8°C/min trials.

To demonstrate similarities between the trials in the internal pressure pro-
gression leading up to venting, measured pressure build up was plotted against
battery surface temperature as shown in Figure 3.8. Here, it is clear that all batter-
ies began venting at similar temperatures as tabulated in Table 3.2. Additionally,
the final pressure rise began in all trials between 80°C and 110 °C. As such, rate of
final pressure build up with respect to temperature was similar between all four
trials. In all trials, the pressure build up appeared to accelerate somewhat before
venting onset.

Table 3.2: Battery surface temperature at venting onset
Heating rate Temperature (°C)
4.8°C/min 151.3

4.8°C/min (repeat) 150.8
3.6°C/min 143.2
2.4°C/min 138.2

3.3 Correlating pressure rise to self heating and thermal runaway

From the battery surface temperature traces first reported above in Figure
3.2, careful observation shows a slight upwards concavity to these trends which
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Figure 3.8: Comparing indicated internal battery pressure versus temperature
between the four trials.

leads to an inference that reactions within batteries were generating heat in ad-
dition to the external heating from the battery calorimeter itself. Self heating is
a characteristic of the thermal runaway phenomenon present in a battery failure
which is ultimately associated to gas generation.

Shown in Figure 3.9, the battery surface heating rate is plotted against
time for the four live cell tests. After an initial transience phase, the heating
rates reached a nearly constant value close to the nominal desired heating rate for
each trial. Venting onset was noted via the rapidly fluctuating then very rapidly
increasing surface temperature rate which also corresponded to the measured
chamber pressure response mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3.2. Immedi-
ately prior to venting, surface temperature heating rates can be seen to increase
above the rate which would have been provided by the test apparatus which
clearly indicates that self heating a thermal runaway was occurring.

To provide a consistent metric to determine when self heating begins, the
second time derivative of battery surface temperature was calculated as shown
in Figure 3.10. The initial large upwards concavity, before approximately 15 min,
was associated with transience in the start up of the battery calorimeter. In the
2.4°C/min and 3.6°C/min heating rate tests, the test duration was sufficiently
long that the battery surface temperature rate became slightly concave down
which would be expected given the simplistic constant power operation of the
calorimeter heaters would reach some steady state temperature eventually. How-
ever, the occurrence of self heating caused the surface temperature rate to once
again become concave up, and the beginning of self heating was denoted as the
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Figure 3.9: Battery surface temperature heating rate versus time. The beginning
of self heating is annotated with colored stars.

second x-intercept of the the battery surface temperature second time derivative.
In the two 4.8°C/min trials, the battery began self heating and vented before the
second derivative of temperature plot could become steady and slightly negative.
For these trials, the self heating was noted as beginning at the local minimum af-
ter initial calorimeter transience. The beginning of self heating is marked for each
test with a colored star in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Self heating began multiple min-
utes before venting in all four trials. Initially self heating had a small contribution
to the overall heating of the battery but ultimately became the dominant factor in
how the battery temperature progressed during failure.

To draw a connection between the observation of self heating and the
noted final pressure build up before venting onset, the self heating beginning
points were noted on the calculated internal pressure traces from Figure 3.8. Ad-
ditionally, the self heating beginning point was vertically shifted to an internal
pressure of zero to offset any residual effects of initial transience. Shown in Fig-
ure 3.11, the self heating point lies near the beginning of accelerated pressure
build up in most trials. Prior to self heating, indicated internal pressures were
unpredictable. After the battery itself began decomposing and generating heat,
internal pressure measurements reliably show a significant increase ultimately
leading to venting. Using self heating to approximate when thermal runaway
occurred, the large increases in internal pressure during this period indicate gas
generation from decomposition within the cell mainly occurred towards the end
of these thermal abuse experiments. Prior to these self heating points, it is un-
likely that a significant amount of gas would have been generated within the
cells to cause a significant strain response to internal pressure.

Four 18650 format lithium ion batteries were heated until the point of fail-
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Figure 3.10: The second time derivative of battery surface temperature versus
time indicating the concavity of the surface temperature curve and allowing in-
ference of the beginning of self heating which is annotated with colored stars.

ure, and strain measurements were taken throughout this destructive test to at-
tempt internal pressure measurement. Measurements were limited at lower tem-
peratures due to residual strain and potential for interactions with tightly wound
internal battery components. However, the strain based internal pressure mea-
surement was ultimately able to capture the final pressure build up before vent-
ing onset. This final rise aligns well with the onset of thermal runaway which
is inferred through the beginning of battery self heating. Additionally, since the
final pressure rise is similar to the burst pressure of the vent mechanism, the ma-
jority of pressure build up and therefore gas generation only occurs after thermal
runaway begins. However, battery self heating was as also observed through
simple temperature measurement as an indicator of imminent venting failure.
Strain based internal pressure measurement was effective for observing thermal
runaway and gas generation prior to venting onset, but this method should not
be considered a replacement for temperature measurement as a means of state-
of-health monitoring.
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Figure 3.11: Indicated internal pressure curves with the beginning of self heating
indicated with colored stars. Pressure traces have been vertically shifted so the
self heating onset moment lies at zero internal gauge pressure to demonstrate the
comparable magnitude of the final pressure build up between all trials.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMPLIFIED BATTERY VENTING MODEL FOR INFORMING
FLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

A simplified, one-dimensional venting model is defined here to demon-
strate the relation between pressure build up within a finite volume and vent
mechanism parameters to describe how pressure varies with time. By predicting
cell pressure as a function of time throughout venting, the applicability of the PIV
and high speed schlieren experiments may be described.

Previous experimental work at New Mexico Tech by the author has exper-
imentally determined the boundary and initial conditions for a simplified tran-
sient venting model able to describe the battery internal pressure after burst along
with mass flow rate [78]. Mean values the statistical distribution of burst pressure
(Pb), opening area (Ae), and discharge coefficient (Cd) were measured for vent
caps including the MTI brand vents used here [9]. This model is intended to in-
form under what circumstances simulated venting flows may be representative
of actual live cells venting under abuse conditions.

Beginning with conservation of mass within a control volume surrounding
a hypothetical venting 18650 format cell, the rate of change of mass contained
within the battery ( dm

dt ) is equivalent to the negative of the mass flow rate out of
the cell (ṁout):

dm
dt

= −ṁout (4.1)

Assuming constant properties within the cell and using the Ideal Gas Law,
the mass within the cell is:

m =
P0

RT0
V (4.2)

where P0 and T0 are the stagnation pressure and temperature, respectively.
The pressurized volume of fluid is V which is approximated as 1.52 · 10−6 m3 [47].
Taking the time derivative allows rewriting of the left hand side of Equation 4.1:

dm
dt

=
V

RT0

dP0

dt
(4.3)
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Further, the actual mass flow rate out of the cell is equal to the product
of discharge coefficient and the maximum theoretically possible flow rate which
occurs under isentropic conditions. The right hand side of Equation 4.1 can be
written as:

ṁout = Cd ·
P0√
RT0

Ae
√

γMe

(
1 +

γ− 1
2

M2
e

) γ+1
2−2γ

(4.4)

where Me is the Mach number at the vent cap exit. If the ratio of stagna-
tion pressure to atmospheric pressure (P0/Patm) is greater than 1.892, the flow is
choked, the Mach number at the vent cap exit is fixed at unity. In this circum-
stance, the exit pressure is greater than atmospheric, so the flow is described as
under expanded. At P0/Patm = 1.892, the exit pressure will reach atmospheric
pressure and this choked flow is said to be perfectly expanded. Once P0/Patm
drops below 1.892, exit pressure will be assumed to be equal to atmospheric pres-
sure and the flow will be un-choked. To calculate the exit Mach number of an
un-choked flow the equation:

P0

Patm
=

(
1 +

γ− 1
2

M2
e

) γ
γ−1

(4.5)

will be solved for Me.
By substituting Equations 4.3 and 4.4 into Equation 4.1 and simplifying, a

differential equation for pressure as a function of time is achieved:

dP0

dt
= −Cd ·

P0
√

RT0

V
Ae
√

γMe

(
1 +

γ− 1
2

M2
e

) γ+1
2−2γ

(4.6)

The initial condition P0(t = 0) = Pb is applied to determine the single
constant of integration necessary. Solving this equation as an exponential decay
would be trivial under constant parameters, but previous testing has demon-
strated that discharge coefficient is a function of stagnation pressure and the exit
Mach number clearly changes as the flow becomes un-choked [78, 47]. In practice,
Equation 4.6 is solved numerically with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta differential
equation solver in MATLAB (“ode45” function). The mean burst pressure and
opening area of MTI brand vent caps are 2.158 MPa and 8.967 mm2 respectively.
The mean discharge coefficient profile versus pressure is approximated as a con-
stant value of Cd = 0.75 below a normalized stagnation pressure of P0/Patm = 2.2
and Cd = 0.95 above P0/Patm = 3.2 with a linearly varying section in the middle.
To accommodate for discharge coefficient and Mach number both being piece-
wise functions of stagnation pressure, an intermediate function recalculates val-
ues for both parameters every time the Runge-Kutta solver calculates dP0/dt. To
avoid complex valued exit Mach number values, Mach number is automatically
set to zero when stagnation pressure reaches atmospheric pressure. The volume
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of the pressure reservoir within the battery was approximated as 1.52 cm3 [28].
Venting calculations are made with γ = 1.4 representing air and a constant stag-
nation temperature of 293 K to represent the steady state gas venting described
in Chapter 7.

Figure 4.1 shows stagnation pressure as a function of time after venting
onset. The region of interest immediately after burst is experimentally simulated
with the test apparatus described in Chapters 5 and 6. However, as time pro-
gresses, the experimental flow no longer accurately represents an actual battery
failure because gas is still supplied from an upstream pressurized cylinder. Vent-
ing at stagnation pressures lower than 345 MPa is simulated by trials at discrete
stagnation pressure set points. While the burst trials with simulated electrolyte
are transient and multiphase in nature, these steady, fixed point gas venting ex-
periments provide accurate velocity distributions without the flow field. By test-
ing under steady conditions, trial length can be as long as desired which allows
enough data to be recorded to accurately quantify the mean velocity field and
turbulence strength.

Figure 4.1: Battery internal pressure versus time after burst showing the regions
in which the current vent burst and steady state PIV experiments are applicable.
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CHAPTER 5

OPTICAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR TRANSIENT,
MULTIPHASE VENTING FLOW

5.1 Principals of high speed schlieren and equipment used

Schlieren imaging is a technique within a family of flow visualization meth-
ods including shadowgraphy and background oriented schlieren which allow the
visualization of changes in refractive index within a transparent media [89]. In
the case of gaseous flows, index of refraction disturbances are generally caused
by variable density or multiple gas species. As such, schlieren and the other
refractive imaging techniques are able to visualize flow features such as shock
waves and compressible turbulence with density gradients or mixing between
multiple gas species. For a gas, refractive index varies linearly with density via
the Gladstone-Dale Law:

n = kρ + 1 (5.1)

where n is the index of refraction, k is a material constant which varies by
chemical species, and ρ is density.

A parallel-light schlieren system was implemented here for visualizing gas
venting from battery cells, as depicted in Figure 5.1(a). Light from a point source
placed at the focal length of a convex lens was collimated into a test section where
the simulated battery venting test fixture was placed. Beyond the collimated test
section, a second convex lens collects the light and refocuses it to a point. At
this point, a knife edge is carefully placed to block approximately half of the light
before it enters the high-speed camera’s lens. Since the knife edge cutoff is placed
at the focus of the light, it does not distort the image the camera collects but rather
provides an even darkening effect throughout the field of view. When a schlieren
object (a feature which refracts light) is introduced to the test section, the refracted
light rays will focus to a different location. Light which focuses on the knife edge
creates dark regions within images while the refracted light which now misses the
cutoff creates light regions. This leads to the light-to-dark gradients across flow
structures which is characteristic to schlieren images as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Of
note, opaque regions within the test section block light and appear black within
schlieren images. Schlieren imaging can be performed without the need for a
specialized camera and provides intuitively-understandable flow visualizations
which allow various measurements and insights into flow features.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic representation of the schlieren setup used, and (b) a
representative image of the schlieren images recorded of simulated battery vent-
ing.

All schlieren images recorded in this work were taken with a Photron SA-
X2 high speed digital camera. Camera resolution was set to 384 by 584 pixels (px)
with a spatial calibration between 0.1 mm/px and 0.15 mm/px depending on the
individual trial and camera lens focal length. Images were generally recorded at
a frame rate of 48 kHz with an exposure of 0.29 µs, but this was changed as
needed. The lenses used to collimate and collect light were a matched pair of
127-mm-diameter parabolic telescope objectives with an aperture of f /5. Point
source illumination was provided by a SugarCUBE brand light emitting diode
(LED) illuminator with adjustable intensity output.

Here, carbon dioxide was chosen as a substitute for the mixture of gases
present in battery venting as it is generally the most prevalent species within
these flows without being combustable or highly toxic. Depending on cell chem-
istry, carbon dioxide has been measured to account for between 24.9% and 53.0%
of vented gas material [28]. The other significant components of gas venting are
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Carbon dioxide also has the added benefit of
having relatively high visibility in schlieren imaging in an air atmosphere.

5.2 Vent cap burst fixture with visualization capability

Intact vent caps, sourced as components, are placed within the vent burst
pressure test fixture shown installed in the laboratory in Figure 5.2(a). The fixture
was designed and fabricated predominantly from commercially available off-the-
shelf components for simplicity. The vent cap is placed within a parallel light
schlieren system for visualization of both gas and liquid components of the flow.

Brass and steel pipe fittings were used to construct the vent cap hold-
ing fixture without needing complicated machining. Carbon dioxide is supplied
from a siphon-less compressed gas cylinder via a 12.7 mm outer diameter tube
which is connected to the fixture with a stainless steel Swagelok tube fitting.
The gas supply was then directed through a ball valve to the main fixture body.
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Figure 5.2: (a) The burst fixture installed in the laboratory, and (b) a schematic of
the setup showing the construction of the vent holder and the field of view.

This main structure was constructed from galvanized steel pipe nipples and Tees
which allow for pressure measurement ports. The ball valve was used to stop the
flow of gas once the vent cap opened to end the test, but it is left open during
testing. All pipe fittings used either tapered NPT threads or Swagelok style com-
pression fittings, up to the main body of the fixture, after which straight threads
were used to allow variability in vent cap thickness.

A brass 3/8 NPT to 1-8 UNC straight thread fitting with a custom designed
aluminum cap was used to secure the battery vent cap. A silicone gasket and
laser cut acrylic gasket retaining ring are placed adjacent to the vent cap to create
a seal for the pressurized gas prior to burst. A cutaway model view of the test
apparatus is shown in Figure 5.2(b). The aluminum cap was machined to hold the
vent cap in place while minimizing obstructions within the field of view adjacent
to the vent openings. The only obstructions within the field of view are the two
cantilevered tabs on the holding ring which keep the vent cap sealed against the
silicone gasket. These tabs also provide a spatial calibration as their outer corners
are 25.4 mm apart. The front of the vent cap sits 0.5 mm past the front of the
compression nut to ensure that the test apparatus is minimally obstructing the
field of view.

The vent cap holding fixture was mounted to an acrylic plate which is sup-
ported by four posts on an optical table. A length of high-pressure rated nylon
tubing connects the vent cap holder to the compressed air supply which can be
regulated between 0 MPa and 3.45 MPa. The pressure regulator was operated
manually to increase pressure to failure during testing, and a dial type pressure
gauge was used on the outlet of the regulator to confirm the reading from the
pressure transducer installed on the vent cap holder. A follower-hand on the
downstream pressure gauge showed the maximum pressure in each test, corre-
sponding to the vent burst pressure. A compressed air cylinder was used for vent
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testing as it could supply sufficiently high pressures.

5.3 Sucrose solution as an electrolyte substitute

Common liquid electrolytes in lithium ion batteries contain mixtures of or-
ganic hydrocarbons such as ethylene carbonate, dimethyl carbonate, and propy-
lene carbonate [33]. To avoid flammability concerns with using these compounds,
sucrose solutions were tailored to match individual properties of ethylene car-
bonate. Exact electrolyte formulations are generally proprietary and differing be-
tween different cell chemistries and manufacturers, so the simulated electrolyte
is formulated to roughly approximate electrolyte spray characteristics while mea-
surement techniques are being developed. Table 5.1 compares the applicable
fluid dynamic properties of ethylene carbonate to the two sucrose solution mix-
tures [90, 91, 92]. Both sucrose solutions were created in warmed, distilled water
with a small amount of food coloring to promote differentiation from gas venting
in schlieren images and sucrose.

Table 5.1: Properties of ethylene carbonate electrolyte and sucrose solutions
Sample Density (g/cm3) Viscosity (cP)

Ethylene carbonate 1.34 2.56
26% sucrose/water 1.11 2.57
69% sucrose/water 1.34 329

While no sucrose solution will provide perfect similarity to hydrocarbon
electrolytes, the different mixtures were compared to evaluate which parameter
was most critical for matching the results in previous schlieren imaging of live
battery failures. Figure 5.3 shows schlieren images of simulated vent burst com-
pared to a live cell failure at approximately 2.8 ms after burst. Both the 26%
sucrose solution and the live cell failure show a similar spray with clear atomiza-
tion while the 69% sucrose solution shows droplet breakup characteristics of the
second wind-induced regime. The main visually observable differences between
these two flow regimes is the different droplet sizes where atomized particles
were significantly smaller than those in the second wind-induced regime [58].
The wind-blown particles in Figure 5.3(c) also demonstrated breakup outside of
the vent orifice and at downstream locations in the flow [59]. Atomized flow
broke apart at the orifice itself [59].
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Figure 5.3: High speed schlieren images of (a) a NMC chemistry 18650 battery
venting under thermal abuse, (b) atomization of 26% sucrose solution, and (c)
wind-induced breakup of the 69% sucrose solution. The live cell failure image
was taken 2,800 µs after venting onset while the two simulated burst images were
recorded 2,792 µs after onset.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS OF
SIMULATED VENTING EXPERIMENTS

Using the previously described vent burst testing fixture and high speed
schlieren imaging technique, experiments were conducted to:

• Determine how the introduction of a liquid phase affects the velocity, flow
front penetration, and spreading rate of transient venting flow.

• Characterize the fundamental transient, multiphase fluid dynamics of the
flow field created by multiple jets issuing from a finite volume, pressurized
reservoir.

Three trials were performed to evaluate the role of the liquid component
in venting flow immediately after vent mechanism burst: a baseline gas venting
case and two trials with sucrose solutions which simulate the electrolyte portion
of venting. In these experiments, carbon dioxide was used as the gas compo-
nent of the venting flow for improved visibility in the schlieren imaging and to
replicate the properties of gases vented from batteries. The initial portion of the
venting flow represents the transience associated vent burst, but, unlike venting
from a finite volume, experiments reach a steady state venting condition once
gas flow becomes choked within the upstream pressure regulator. As such, these
experiments are only representative of battery venting in early time scales.

All trials were performed with the vent cap in a vertical orientation to
allow even spread of the 1 mL of simulated electrolyte against the burst disk.
The schematic representation of the text fixture seen in Figure 5.2(b) shows how
the schlieren field of view is reported in data throughout this chapter, but Figure
6.1 shows how the fixture was oriented in the lab and the location of the sucrose
solution before vent burst. Care was taken to pipette the sucrose solution directly
onto the burst disk rather than the inner surface of the test fixture, and the initial
depth of the liquid was 6.1 mm.

The baseline trial, with a series of recorded schlieren imaging frames in
Figures 6.2 and 6.3, had clearly identifiable individual jets correlated to the lo-
cation of each of the openings in the vent’s electrical terminal. Imaged with a
collimated light schlieren setup, this image is the path integrated refraction of
light passing through the test section. The image appears to show three individ-
ual jets, one directed upward, downward, and horizontally. The horizontal jet is
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Figure 6.1: Schematic cross section showing the location of the sucrose solution
within vent burst test apparatus prior to venting onset.

actually the projection of the two separate jets which are aligned in this viewing
orientation. The parallel light schlieren system precludes any depth resolution in
the image so the jets appear as one combined jet. The initial image series in Fig-
ure 6.2 shows the initial formation of the individual jets along with a weak shock
wave associated with the opening of the burst disk. In the later timescales shown
in Figure 6.3, jetting appears to have consistent projection and spreading angles
once the flow has established.

Figure 6.2: High speed schlieren images from gas-only burst trial showing the
initial jet propagation into the environment.

The other two tests vented the sucrose solutions described in Section 5.3
along with gaseous carbon dioxide. Shown in Figure 6.3, the low viscosity su-
crose solution formed an atomized spray while the larger droplets of the high
viscosity solution with ligament formation is characteristic of the second wind-
induced breakup regime [58]. Both flows showed a droplet spray that was ini-
tially wider in the radial direction than gas venting alone, but the droplet spray
was continually narrowing as the liquid within each cap was vented. After the
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sucrose solutions were vented, the gas venting established with steady projection
and spreading angles similar to the gas-only trial. Unevenness, as noted in the
bottom jet from the low viscosity solution trial, is attributed to the burst disk re-
maining attached within the vent mechanism at a single point which blocked a
portion of the corresponding opening in the vent’s electrical terminal. The indi-
vidual droplets in the atomized spray were too small to be resolved individually,
but these particles were densely populated and darkened the schlieren images.
The atomized flow blocked schlieren visibility until most of the liquid within
the vent had been exhausted. The high viscosity wind-induced flow performed
similarly, but larger gaps between particles allowed more visibility for the gas
component of the flow.
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Figure 6.3: High speed schlieren images from all three trials.
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An image processing routine was written in MATLAB to isolate the liquid
venting components from the gas within the high speed schlieren images. The
ability to distinguish between liquid and gas portions of the flow is necessary
to understand the fluid dynamics of multiphase venting. Liquid droplets will
interact with the flow and carry momentum in different ways based on the spray
regime and the corresponding particle sizes. From a battery safety perspective,
flammable electrolyte droplets also contain significant chemical potential energy
and may coat surfaces near venting cells.

A mean gas flow image was created from the steady venting portion of
the high speed schlieren image sets after the carbon dioxide portion of the flow
choked within the regulator. This was mean image is calculated via pixel by pixel
averaging from 480 schlieren images for each trial since there were slight flow
field differences related to unpredictable burst disk opening characteristics. This
mean flow image was then subtracted from each transient test image to minimize
the intensity of the schlieren effect caused by the gas flow. To be able to visualize
these mean-subtracted images, pixel intensities were rescaled such that no change
between the transient and mean images was represented a 50% gray. The darkest
regions of these subtracted images were isolated as they represent the location of
the liquid droplets. These liquid portions of the flow were then highlighted with
red pixels. If the intensity difference between the mean schlieren gas venting and
the transient spray image at a given pixel location was larger than 0.1, the flow
was assumed to be liquid. The steps of this image processing routine are shown
in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Liquid detection image processing steps including (a) raw steady-
state schlieren images, (b) mean steady gas venting, (c) multiphase venting image
with mean schlieren subtracted, and (d) liquid portions of the flow determined by
thresholding (c) and highlighting in red. The raw droplet spray image processed
in parts (c) and (d) is the low viscosity, t = 5.0 ms frame shown in Figure 6.3.

Streak images were created to analyze how the venting flow changed with
time along one-dimensional axes within the recorded schlieren images. Streak
images are compiled by removing the same row or column of interest (some-
times along with adjacent rows or columns to visually assist with distinguishing
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flow features) from successive high speed images [93]. These one-dimensional
image intensity vectors are then concatenated into a larger image which repre-
sents position on one axis and time on the other as shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: (a) Single high speed image of the flow identifying axial and radial
locations where streak images are created, and (b) a radial streak image created
from the column at Lc = 10.

Streak images were created from the high-speed schlieren images along
the axial direction and radial direction, perpendicular to the vent exits. A charac-
teristic length Lc scale has been defined:

Lc =

√
Ae

njets
(6.1)

for the MTI brand vent caps tested. With an exit area (Ae) of 8.967 mm2

and number of jets (njets) of 4, the characteristic length is 1.497 mm2. Relative
locations for 2Lc, 10Lc, and 18Lc are shown in Figure 6.5(a).

Figure 6.6 compares the radial streak images created from the high speed
schlieren images recorded in the three simulated vent burst trials. Gas jet pro-
jection and spreading angles were constant through time which was visualized
as horizontal bands in the streak images. From further inspection, gas spread-
ing and projection, when discernible from the liquid portion of the flow, were
unaffected by the introduction of the droplet spray.

Projection and jet spreading angles are calculated by noting the vertical
location of the center and edges of the jets within streak images in Figure 6.6 at
different known distances from the vent cap. The gas experiment was used to
determine the outward projection of the jets which was measured at 21° from
the axial direction normal to the vent cap. The individual gas jet width spreading
angle was measured as 12°. From this, the entire gas flow field spreads within a
cone with a full angle of 66°.
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Figure 6.6: Streak images showing 12 ms of venting after burst for all three sce-
narios showing how the flow field evolves in the radial direction at distances of
2Lc, 10Lc, and 18Lc.
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For both trials with a liquid component to the venting flow, the streak im-
ages in Figure 6.6 demonstrate that droplet spray governed the extent of the flow
field and initial penetration into the quiescent environment. Generally, the low
viscosity, atomized spray was wider than the high viscosity, wind-blown spray.
As time progressed and the amount of liquid remaining in the burst pressure
test fixture decreased, the flow field became less densely populated by liquid
droplets. Even though the total width of the initial droplet spray was greater
than the gas venting radial width, the droplet spray narrowed with time, even-
tually tending to a spreading angle of zero as the liquid was exhausted. Since
the liquid spray width was decreasing with time while the gas venting remained
constant, the outer edge of the entire flow field transitioned from being com-
prised of droplets to gas at 2.5 ms and 5.0 ms after burst for the high viscosity
and low viscosity trials, respectively. Qualitatively, the low viscosity, atomized
spray occupied more of the flow field for longer than the high viscosity, wind-
blown spray.

Unlike the gas venting case, the liquid spreading angle clearly varies sig-
nificantly with time as seen in the streak images in Figure 6.6. Here liquid spread-
ing angle (θL) was calculated as the tip angle of a cone enveloping the droplet
spray at a distance of 10Lc and a was calculated as:

tan
(

θL

2

)
=

0.5 · (Droplet Spray Width)
10Lc

(6.2)

The distance of 10Lc was chosen because it this was the furthest down-
stream location where both trials’ droplet spray remained within the camera
field-of-view. The droplet spray width is defined as the radial distance between
the top and bottom edges of the detected liquid spray at a given time. The spread-
ing angle of a cone bounding the entire flow is shown in Figure 6.7. The initial rise
of spray angle was due to the fact that the spray angle measurement was taken at
a distance of 10Lc from the vent cap. These values simply represent the center jet
penetrating to this distance. Once the maximum spray angle measurement was
reached, droplet spray angle steadily decreased with time until the liquid com-
ponent of the venting was exhausted. Both sucrose solutions exhibited nearly
identical total venting time suggesting that viscosity and density variation did
not significantly affect the liquid flow rate. Throughout venting, the low viscos-
ity solution demonstrated a wider spray than the high viscosity solution which is
directly associated with the differences in the two demonstrated spray regimes.
This was consistent with previous experimental work which noted higher con-
centrations of high Stokes number particles closer to the center of a jet while
lower Stokes number particles spread further towards the edges of the jet [63].
The larger droplets from the high viscosity spray showed some spray angle oscil-
lations later in the venting process while the atomized flow was more consistent
in the spray angle decrease.

To evaluate spray penetration into the quiescent environment immediately
after burst, the axial streak images created from the vent centerline row were used
to track the flow front. Of note, the venting flow front is comprised entirely of
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Figure 6.7: Droplet spray cone angle (θL) versus time for both high and low vis-
cosity trials.

liquid for both high and low viscosity sucrose solution trials. The stages of an
image processing routine to measure the position of the flow front are shown
in Figure 6.8. The images to create the displayed streak image were recorded
during the gas venting trial. The streak image was first binarized by thresholding
pixels based on their intensity difference from the no-flow condition. Then image
dilation and erosion steps were performed to fill in gaps along the flow front
within the streak images.

Figure 6.8: Flow front tracking image processing methodology.

From the above streak images, the spray tip arrival time at a given distance
(column within the streak image) is simply the distance of the first white pixel
from the top of the image. By applying a length to pixel scale and correlating
frame numbers with time values since vent burst, spray tip penetration versus
time was calculated and is shown in Figure 6.9. The addition of liquid slowed
spray tip penetration. While the low viscosity solution was close to matching
the gas flow, the high viscosity spray was significantly slower. All three flow
fronts showed some degree of deceleration within the field of view, but the larger
droplets from the high viscosity spray retained momentum the best.

Similar to tip penetration, the venting flow time-of-arrival was mapped
within the domain of the camera’s field of view as depicted in Figure 6.10. The
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Figure 6.9: Flow front propagation through time for three burst scenarios.

same trends noted in the axial spray tip penetration measurements were noted
for the full-field time-of-arrival plot. The gas and low viscosity venting flows
were observed to establish the extent of their flow field within approximately
0.5 ms while the high viscosity flow took closer to 1 ms. Of note, the later time
of arrival between and at the edges jets in the gas flow field was due to turbulent
fluctuations in the flow field.

Figure 6.10: Time-of-arrival maps depicting when venting flow was first noted at
a given location near the vent cap.
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CHAPTER 7

PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY (PIV) MEASUREMENT
FOR STEADY MULTIPLE-JET VENTING FLOW

7.1 Steady state gas venting test apparatus

Steady state, simulated gas venting experiments are performed with a test
apparatus specifically designed and fabricated for use with 18650 format vent
caps and custom geometry orifice plates. While the experiments presented in
Chapter 9 only utilize orifice plates, the laboratory system was designed with
modularity and robust capabilities for future experiments beyond the scope of
this body of work. The majority of the test apparatus and associated fixtures
are constructed from off-the-shelf components, but custom-fabricated parts were
made where necessary.

Major components of this fixture include the orifice plate or vent cap holder,
stilling chamber, and two chamber inlet flow paths as identified in Figure 7.1. In
one inlet, particle seeded air for PIV is supplied from compressed air which flows
through an atomizer containing a reservoir of olive oil. The other inlet supplies
dry compressed air from gas cylinders at the flow rates required to maintain
steady venting. The test apparatus is centered around a 74.3 L stilling cham-
ber which allows precise measurement of stagnation properties, mixing between
both inlet flows, and allows for a simple and short flow path for the accelerated
flow to pass through before exiting the fixture. Throughout the test apparatus,
care is made to minimize the length of tubing to minimize frictional losses which
allows the assumption of isentropic flow to remain accurate. The stilling chamber
dry air inlet and venting outlet use high flow coefficient ball valves to minimize
frictional losses as well. All cross sections are much larger than the opening area
of a typical 18650 vent cap to ensure that flow is choked at the exit of the vent it-
self, and all orifice plates have opening areas smaller than the typical 18650 vent.

Dry air is supplied to the stilling chamber separately from the particle
seeded flow because of the relatively high flow rates required for steady opera-
tion. Compressed air is used in testing to minimize cost and health considerations
while still simulating the fluid dynamics of battery venting. A low humidity sup-
ply is used as initial testing with compressed, un-dried air showed a tendency for
water to freeze at the vent cap openings due to the drop in temperature as the gas
is accelerated. To achieve the desired flow rates through a single pressure regula-
tor, high pressure gas cylinders are used. Supply pressure effect, where regulator
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Figure 7.1: Annotated image of laboratory setup for steady state PIV measure-
ment of venting flow.
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output pressure increases as upstream pressure decreases, is reduced by using a
manifold of two K-size gas cylinders each with an internal volume of 49.9 L.

Since gas flow must be able to be supplied at various pressures to accu-
rately represent battery venting, a pressure regulator was specified to meet the
flow rate requirements without itself choking the flow. An upper limit to system
flow rate demands was calculated with isentropic flow relations. Opening areas
considered include the mean, minimum, and maximum seen in previous Material
Technology International Corporation (MTI) brand vent cap testing with values
of 8.967 mm2, 7.845 mm2, and 9.773 mm2 respectively. Stagnation temperature
was 20 °C, and atmospheric pressure was 86 kPa measured at the laboratory lo-
cated at a 1,400 m elevation. A Swagelok high sensitivity, high flow rate regulator
(model KHF1FRF818A20000) with a 0 kPa to 689 kPa control range was used in
these experiments. Figure 7.2 shows the system requirements at various stagna-
tion pressure set points (within the stilling tank) compared to the maximum pos-
sible flow rate through the regulator with an upstream gas cylinder pressure of
3.45 MPa or higher. Per the manufacturer datasheet, maximum flow rates were
interpolated between known points [94]. At stagnation pressure ratios greater
than 1.2, the regulator will not choke the flow. However, lower stagnation pres-
sures cause the regulator to choke before enough flow is supplied to the stilling
chamber. At lower, unchoked stagnation pressures a different two-stage pres-
sure regulator (Swagelok model KCY1DRF412A0000) was used for more precise
control and to avoid lock up issues associated with the lower flow rates.

Figure 7.2: Flow rate requirements for steady state venting as a function of nor-
malized stagnation pressure.

To demonstrate the steady state capability of the test apparatus, Figure 7.3
shows a plot of stagnation pressure versus time. Both dry air and particle laden
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streams were simultaneously run through an MTI brand vent cap. After open-
ing the outlet valve on the stilling tank, steady state venting was achieved after
35 s. Over the 35.8 s duration of the steady state venting, a mean absolute stag-
nation pressure of 261.6 kPa was recorded with a standard deviation of 0.20 kPa.
Small steps in pressure of around 0.35 kPa, distinctly larger than the measure-
ment resolution, are noticed to occur every 5 to 10 s, but these are negligible when
compared to the standard deviation of the pressure measurements. Further, no
pressure change from the initial 10.3 MPa was discernible on the analog pressure
gauge attached to the compressed air cylinders. Due to supply pressure effect,
the regulator outlet pressure increases as the upstream pressure reservoir in the
compressed gas cylinders is depleted. This causes stagnation pressure to increase
by approximately 1.75 Pa/s as determined by a linear regression fit to the pres-
sure data. The rate of stagnation pressure increase is insignificant compared to
the standard deviation in the data. Of note, this rate is ultimately a function of
regulator set point, flow rate, and gas cylinder pressure.

Figure 7.3: Stagnation pressure versus time from the experiment measuring the
steady state gas venting. After t = 0 the flow was steady.

Ample particle seeding is necessary for PIV measurements. The stilling
chamber is continuously supplied with particles during venting. The environ-
ment surrounding the vent cap was also seeded with tracer particles to aid ve-
locity measurements near the periphery of the flow. Seeding in the environment
prior to each trial allows for measurements of entrained flow and provides better
visualization of the edges of the gas jets. Environment seeding is performed with
a flexible tube connected off of a Tee fitting from the main droplet supply to the
stilling chamber. This particle flow is selectable with a ball valve, and a needle
valve allows variable flow rate.

Olive oil droplets are chosen as the seed particles for battery venting ex-
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periments because of their low Stokes number, favorable light scattering, and
lack of health hazards after test operator inhalation. The Stokes number for the
particles in the flow is:

Stk =
ρpd2

pU
18µL

(7.1)

The olive oil droplets have a density (ρp) of 0.911 g/mL and diameter (dp)
of approximately 1 µm, resulting in a Stokes number of 0.56 at the sonic vent
cap exit which implies a velocity measurement uncertainty of approximately 6%
[68]. As the flow decelerates further from the vent cap exit, the accuracy of this
tracking is expected to increase significantly because the free-stream velocity de-
creases, thus decreasing the local Stokes number. The orifice Stokes number cal-
culated here uses an opening diameter as the length scale to describe a turbulent
jet. Since there are four openings in the positive terminal of an 18650 vent cap,
the jet diameter is taken to be 1.69 mm, which is calculated for a circle with an
area equivalent to one fourth of the mean opening (8.97 mm2) of an MTI brand
vent.

Droplets are formed via atomization using a Thermo-Systems Engineer-
ing Co. (TSI) Model 9306 atomizer. This atomizer implements six selectable
liquid jets which are impinged by a high velocity air jet. Droplets are formed
when the liquid is then impacted against a spherical impactor [95]. This atom-
izer features air pressure regulation and dilution. Dilution is typically adjusted
between 5 and 10 L/min. The pressure is regulated to a maximum gauge pres-
sure of 320 kPa. This pressure setting provides the upper limit of the steady state
venting experiments as stagnation pressure within the stilling tank must be lower
than the atomizer outlet pressure to ensure continuous seeding. The atomizer has
been modified here with a plug blocking the typical output in favor of using an
adjacent fill port with NPT threading to simplify piping connections. This mod-
ification allows the atomizer to be used in this pressurized system which is not
possible in the factory configuration.

An acrylic enclosure has been fabricated to contain the venting flow and
the dispersal of the olive oil droplets. This enclosure also assists in minimizing
unintended flow fields caused by drafts or heating, ventilation, and air condi-
tioning flows in the laboratory. Shown in Figure 7.4(a), the acrylic PIV enclosure
is 533 mm tall, 537 mm wide, and 349 mm in the vent’s axial direction. The enclo-
sure is sized specifically to not interfere with the venting flow using a 21° center-
line projection angle and 12° spreading angle. These angles were measured with
high speed schlieren imaging and are further discussed in the results portions
of this document. A slit is incorporated into the side of the enclosure to allow
the laser sheet illumination to pass into the enclosure with no distortion. Black
velvet flocking material within the enclosure minimizes laser sheet reflections.
Height and tilt adjustments are incorporated into the design of the enclosure for
alignment with the vent cap and laser sheet. Both the anticipated venting regions
and the location of the laser sheet are shown in Figure 7.4(b). On the far side of
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the enclosure from the vent cap, a 457 mm duct directs vented air and droplets
through an external door of the building.

Figure 7.4: (a) Acrylic PIV enclosure installed in the laboratory, and (b) model of
the enclosure showing anticipated cones of venting flow (blue) and laser sheet
(green).

The vent cap holder from the aforementioned burst imaging experiments
is designed to be installed on the steady flow test apparatus, and benefits from
the minimally obstructed field of view from Figure 5.2 remain the same. The vent
cap holder can be observed, installed on the steady state PIV fixture, in Figure 7.5.
Unlike the burst tests, vent caps used in steady state PIV experiments are already
burst. As such, care is taken to select vent caps with the desired combination of
opening area and discharge coefficient values [78].

7.2 Modular orifice plate holder and series of two jet geometries

The PIV results presented in Chapter 9 implement a series of orifice plates
to generate jet flow rather than a pre-burst battery vent mechanism to more gen-
erally characterize the combined flow field of two nearby angled jets. The orifice
plate holder shown in Figure 7.6(a) is installed on the outlet of the stilling cham-
ber in lieu of the vent holder seen in Figure 7.5. Each orifice plate has a unique
geometry defined bu the offset angle (θ) and orifice spacing to diameter ratio
(D/a) with these dimensions shown on an orifice plate with twist drills inserted
into each jet orifice in Figure 7.6(b). Orifice plates were machined in a series of
offset angles and spacings listed in Table 7.1 which reports nominal values as
well as measurements made on orifice plates after machining to demonstrate the
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Figure 7.5: Vent cap holder installed on steady state PIV test fixture.

accuracy of the machining. With the exception of one 1.70 mm diameter single
jet plate used as a baseline experiment, each orifice plate was machined with two
circular orifices with diameters (a) of 1.70 mm. A three orifice diameter long cir-
cular flow path connects each orifice to an internal plenum which matches the
cross section of the upstream orifice plate holder. A short internal flow path was
chosen to minimize any boundary layer growth inside these internal channels
while leaving enough thickness for the orifice plate to be mechanically robust.
Each jet orifice and the corresponding interior flow path was machined with a
Number 51 twist drill, and all sharp, machined edges were left intact. Orifice
plates were attached to the test apparatus with four machine screws, and the sys-
tem was sealed with a laser cut silicone gasket. Washers on each screw between
the plate holder and the back side of the orifice plate provided a physical stop
for consistent gasket compression and plate alignment with the remainder of the
experimental setup. The jet interaction study was limited to two jet configura-
tions rather than the four jets seen on battery vents to provide a more simplified
scenario which is more appropriately captured with the light sheet illumination
shown in Figure 7.4(b).

Of note, the orifice diameter was chosen to match the opening area of one
of the four jets present on an 18650 format battery vent. Vent mechanisms from
these batteries have a spacing of approximately six diameters (D/a = 6), and an
offset angle close to 40°. The orifice plates listed in Table 7.1 explore the effect
of increased or decreased spacing and the effect of smaller offset angles. Offset
angles up to 40°are not reported because initial investigation showed no inter-
action at such a large offset angle, and no interaction is predicted at all of the
30°examples as explained in Chapter 8.

The orifice holder has a large flow path with gradual cross section changes
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Figure 7.6: Annotated images of (a) the orifice plate holder installed in the labora-
tory and (b) an orifice plate with two twist drills inserted into the plate’s openings
to show the jet spacing (D/a) and offset angle (θ).

Table 7.1: Two jet orifice plate configurations
Nominal spacing Nominal offset angle Measured spacing Measured offset angle

D/a θ D/a θ

3 0 3.05 -0.02
3 10 3.06 10.4
3 20 3.01 19.8
3 30 2.99 29.7
6 0 6.05 -0.06
6 10 6.04 10.1
6 20 6.01 19.8
6 30 5.97 29.5

12 0 12.01 -0.22
12 10 12.00 9.91
12 20 12.04 20.0
12 30 12.04 Not measured
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prior to the orifice plate exit to minimize losses. The base plane of the orifice
plates were extended with a large, circular piece of laser cut acrylic covered in
black velvet material to minimize laser reflection. The additional base plane is
used to limit the effects of any entrainment through the back of the acrylic PIV
enclosure near the jet orifices. Upstream, a reusable steel compression fitting
allowed the holder to be mounted at any angle. This allowed the center of each
jet to be aligned with the plane of the laser sheet illumination.

7.3 PIV imaging equipment and software

Particles were illuminated by a laser sheet to image an isolated plane within
the flow. By imaging a single plane through the middle of the venting flow, a cross
section of two of the four total jets can be measured, and the remainder of the flow
field can be described through symmetry arguments. The laser sheet was created
by optics incorporated into a New Wave Research Solo 200XT-15Hz neodymium-
doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser. This unit produces illumination
in pulsed pairs from its two laser heads at 532 nm, with up to 15 Hz repetition
rate for the pulse pairs. The laser beam has a diameter of 6 mm which is spread
into a 6 mm thick sheet. Each laser pulse has duration between 3 ns and 5 ns
with an energy up to 200 mJ. The two laser heads are set to separate powers to al-
low for equivalent intensity between images within a pair due to how the camera
shuttering function. The laser unit was mounted on a height adjustable platform
for alignment with the vent cap holder. The laser’s power, control, and water
cooling unit was placed adjacent to the platform.

All images were recorded with a TSI Powerview 690090 4MP-LS PIV cam-
era with a resolution of 2,352 by 1,768 px. Images were recorded in 12-bit grayscale.
While the cameras maximum frame rate was 126 Hz, the maximum realizable
rate when connected to the other components in the system was approximately
11 Hz. A Nikon Micro-Nikkor 55 mm fixed focal length lens was used as it al-
lowed an appropriate field of view with its ability to focus on objects as close as
0.25 m. This lens has aperture settings between f/2.8 and f/32, but most images
were recorded at f/4. The camera was mounted on the same 80/20-brand alu-
minum extrusion as the acrylic enclosure with adjustments in three directions to
give precise alignment with the vent cap. The camera itself was mounted on an
aluminum plate connected to four optical rods which kept the camera square to
the vent cap and acrylic enclosure.

All image recording and PIV processing was performed with TSI Insight
4G software. Images were recorded as a fixed sequence in a synchronized ex-
posure mode. Sequences of one thousand pairs were recorded once steady state
venting was confirmed via a stable stagnation pressure measurement. Increasing
the number of frames recorded in a sequence uses a significant amount of com-
pressed air, but also provides more confidence on mean velocity and turbulence
calculations. Triggering was performed within the Insight 4G software. Image
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pairs were recorded with laser pulses straddling the downtime between the ex-
posures. Laser pulse time delay is used to set the time offset between frames
rather than the camera because it allows more precise control. The time offsets
between paired images was always 1 µs.

Various processing methods were explored to minimize erroneous veloc-
ity measurements including varying the interrogation window size, pre-processing
methods, and post-processing vector filling and conditioning. When processing
images, a region of interest was defined to include the entire flow field as shown
in Figure 7.7. The PIV region of interest used in all experiments was 1,728 px
tall by 1,728 wide. A calibration image was taken with an orifice plate installed,
and the jet orifices were used for alignment and as fiducial markings. The spa-
tial relationship between pixels in the image and length was 20.3 px/mm, and
the entire PIV region of interest was an 84.9 mm square. The darker region near
the jet orifices is attributed to less effective environmental particle seeding and
minor camera sensor damage. The pre-processing method used was a local me-
dian filter with a 3 px square filter to remove some image noise. PIV analysis was
performed with a recursive Nyquist method which began with an interrogation
window of 80 px by 80 px during the initial pass which was gradually decreased
to a final window of 24 px by 124 px for the final pass. This recursive method gen-
erally provided less rejected velocity measurements than a single pass method.
After iterating between various methods, a multi-step post-processing method
consisting of an initial local vector validation followed by local median and lo-
cal mean hole filling methods for locations in each image pair where a velocity
vector could not be calculated during the PIV processing. After processing was
completed, the analysis files saved by Insight 4G were imported into MATLAB
for further analysis.

7.4 Stagnation pressure and temperature data acquisition

Figure 7.8 shows the National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system
installed on a laser cut acrylic sheet located in close proximity to the PIV setup.
Nearby DIN rails with Wago brand connectors are used for direct current power
distribution, construction of the small current-to-voltage measurement circuits,
and strain relief.

All reported stagnation pressure data was measured with a Wika model
A10 pressure transducer with a measurement range of 0 MPa to 345 kPa. The
pressure transducer was powered with a fixed 12 VDC supply, and the nominal
4 mA to 20 mA output was converted to a voltage signal by measuring the volt-
age drop across a 468.5 Ω resistor. This allowed the voltage measurements to be
scaled linearly between 1.87 V and 9.37 V. Voltage was measured by a NI 9205
card installed in an eight-slot 9188 cDAQ chassis located adjacent to the stilling
chamber. This card was configured to measure analog voltages between -10 V
and 10 V with 16-bit precision. The pressure-via-voltage measurement was made
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Figure 7.7: A sample PIV image of two jets interacting with the computational
region of interest showed as a white dashed line.

at a rate of 100 Hz during all testing. Initiation of data acquisition and live moni-
toring of the pressure transducer reading was performed via a LabVIEW program
run on a desktop computer and written specifically for the testing.

Current-to-gage-pressure calibrations were provided by the manufacturer
at 0.000 MPa, 1.724 MPa, and 3.447 MPa with 7 Pa precision. A linear regres-
sion of these provided values was used in data processing. The resistance of the
468.5 Ω resistors used to convert between current output and an analog voltage
measurement are measured with a Fluke 115 multimeter to 0.1 Ω resolution. Ad-
ditionally, analog dial pressure gauges are installed on the upstream pressure reg-
ulator for test operator confirmation during testing. Utilizing factory calibrations
allows a degree of confidence in measurement accuracy. Periodic reconfirmation
of instrumentation calibration is necessary to avoid measurement bias.

Temperature is measured directly by a NI 9212 card with internal cold
junction compensation, and the thermocouple lines have been shielded to mini-
mize signal noise caused by nearby equipment. Data acquisition rates for temper-
ature was 10 Hz. The NI thermocouple card uses the initial manufacturer calibra-
tion. Individual thermocouple calibration is not performed, but an additional ex-
posed junction, K-type thermocouple probe is used to measure room temperature
throughout testing and is confirmed against an Extech SD700 portable weather
station.
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Figure 7.8: The National Instruments cDAQ 9188 installed in the laboratory.
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CHAPTER 8

PREDICTING JET INTERACTION WITH A
SEMI-ANALYTICAL MEAN VELOCITY FIELD MODEL

8.1 The single jet mean flow field

The mean streamwise velocity profile for an incompressible jet is self-
similar where the maximum local velocity (upj) continuously varies towards zero
symmetrically on either side. The mean jet velocity profile is defined as a function
of a location parameter (η) as [1]:

uj

upj
=
(

C0 + C2η2 + C4η4
)

e−Aη2
(8.1)

The velocity uj is in the streamwise direction, and there is no velocity de-
fined in the spanwise direction as it is assumed to be negligible. This velocity
profile is plotted in Figure 8.1(a), and a schematic representation of jet geometry
and important velocities is shown in Figure 8.1(c). The non-dimensional location
parameter (η) is calculated from streamwise (s) and spanwise (r) coordinates as:

η =
r

s− s0
(8.2)

The parameter s0 is referred to as the “virtual origin.” Equation 8.1 defines
the velocity profile originating and spreading from a point, but the jet must have
some width in the near field due to the geometric configuration of the jet orifice.
The virtual origin parameter is thus used to tune the jet profile to match the flow
configuration of interest.

The constants in Equation 8.1 were determined experimentally via laser
doppler anemometry and are listed in Table 8.1 [1]. Slight changes in these con-
stants exist when Hussein et. al. reexamined the same jet with hot wire anemom-
etry and identified slightly different parameter values, demonstrating the exper-
imental rather than analytical origin of these constants [1].

The local jet velocity (uj) is defined in relation to a local peak velocity (upj)
which itself decays downstream as a function of the streamwise coordinate (s)
from the initial exit velocity of the jet (Uj) through the relationship:
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Figure 8.1: (a) Streamwise velocity normalized by the local peak velocity as a
function of the location parameter (η) as calculated from Equation 8.1, (b) lo-
cal peak velocity decay downstream normalized by exit velocity as calculated
with Equation 8.3, and (c) a schematic representation of geometry and specifi-
cally named velocities.

Table 8.1: Experimentally determined constants used in Equation 8.1 [1]
Parameter Value (unitless)

C0 1.000
C2 1.212× 101

C4 2.815× 103

A 111
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upj

Uj
=

B
(s− s0)/a

(8.3)

From Equation 8.3, the magnitude of the local velocity peak is inversely
proportional to the downstream distance. The constant B has been measured ex-
perimentally through multiple methods to an approximate value of 5.8, and this
parameter has been noted to be independent of Reynolds number [52]. Therefore,
the velocity decay and the shape of the spanwise velocity profile are independent
of the fluid used and the velocity of the jet. The velocity decay quantified in Equa-
tion 8.3 can be represented graphically in Figure 8.1(b).

While the spanwise velocity profile is defined self-similarly for all down-
stream locations, the velocity profile does evolve from a near constant profile to
the self-similar profile within a short region adjacent to the orifice. Notably, this
model does not include compressibility affects which may be present in higher
velocity gas jets as were generated in this study. To account for both compress-
ibility and velocity profile evolution, the analysis of experimental results will be
limited to downstream regions where the jet velocity profile is established which
coincides with lower velocities not associated with compressibility effects. The
exit velocity of jets (Uj) will be optimized along with the virtual origin location
(s0) to best match the experimentally observed velocity profiles.

8.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) results from a single jet to inform scenario-
specific model constants

A PIV trial was performed with a single jet orifice plate which was fabri-
cated in a similar manner to the angled jet pairs as described in Chapter 7. The
single jet orifice plate was used to generate a jet through a 1.70 mm diameter
circular opening and the stagnation pressure to atmospheric pressure ratio gen-
erating the flow had a measured value of 1.494 (to match the trials discussed in
Chapter 9). From isentropic flow relationships, the jet exit velocity (Uj) was cal-
culated to be 256 m/s. One thousand image pairs were recorded with a time
delay of 1 µs, and the mean velocity field in the axial direction (aligned with the
streamwise coordinate in this circumstance) is mapped in Figure 8.2(a).

Virtual origin location (s0) and velocity decay (B) constants were opti-
mized to minimize the difference between the single jet baseline experiment PIV
data and the corresponding predicted velocity field.

The predicted velocity field was calculated in the same domain as the PIV
region of interest, and the difference between the two velocity fields was eval-
uated over a point grid in this domain with spacing of 0.1 orifice diameters.
The difference between the experimental and predicted velocity was evaluated
at each point on this grid, the difference was squared, and then each squared
difference was summed to provide a single value to characterize how well the
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Figure 8.2: (a) Experimental velocity field PIV measurements for a single jet and
(b) predicted velocity field for a single jet with optimized model constants.

prediction matched the experimental data. Squaring the velocity difference at in-
dividual points was performed to bias the optimization towards matching higher
velocity regions of the flow. The virtual origin location (s0/a) and velocity decay
constant (B) were optimized to dimensionless values of 0.89 and 4.70 respectively.
As shown in Figure 8.2(b), the predicted flow field contour resembles the mea-
sured flow field from Figure 8.2(a). Velocity profiles extracted at various down-
stream (x/a) locations in Figure 8.3 show close agreement. The somewhat coun-
terintuitive values for these constants, particularly the virtual origin being down
stream of the actual jet orifice, is attributed to the varying jet velocity profile and
compressibility effects in the region of the flow closest to the orifice. The high
velocity jet near the orifice retains its velocity better than a jet with a fully self
similar velocity profile and does not begin to spread as quickly, which pushes the
virtual origin downstream beyond the jet orifice. The velocity decay constant is
slightly lower than the typical value of 5.8.

8.3 Combining multiple single jet profiles to predict multiple jet flow

Here, understanding of the single jet velocity profile as established in lit-
erature is utilized to extend basic science understanding of jet flows into a char-
acterization of the combined flow and interaction of two, nearby jets. Consider-
ing jets without compressibility, interaction ultimately becomes a process where
the local velocity in the region between the jets must increase to accommodate
the necessary mass flow rate. The multiple jet flow field model developed here
assumes superposition of the velocities from two independently defined jets.
For outwardly oriented jets, the geometric parameters which characterize each
unique scenario are the jet spacing (D) and the projection angle between the cen-
terlines of the jets (θ). This is schematically represented in Figure 8.4. Parallel
interacting jets are the case if the projection angle is zero which has been studied
in the literature [53] [55]. All coordinate dimensions and the distance between
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Figure 8.3: A comparison of experimental versus predicted flow at various down-
stream distances.

the jet orifices in this section are reported after non-dimensionalization by the jet
orifice diameter a is is conventional in the literature [52].

The two main coordinate systems of interest represented in this flow as
represented in Figure 8.4 are the jet-centric and global axes. The jet-centric axes
have previously been implemented in Section 8.1 which are referred to as stream-
wise (s coordinate) and spanwise (r coordinate) where the former is in the direc-
tion of the flow. Velocities in the jet-centric coordinate system are given subscripts
of j. The axes in the global coordinate system are referred to as axial (x coordi-
nate) and radial (y coordinate) to align with tradition jet flow axes. Velocities in
the global coordinate system are locally referred to as u and v in the axial and
radial directions respectively. The jet-centric coordinates are important for defin-
ing each jet based on the mean velocity profile presented in the literature, and the
global coordinates provide a means for evaluating the entire flow and align with
the PIV measurements recorded in experiments.

Since each jet is defined independently when making the total flow field
prediction, there must be a jet-centric set of axes defined for each jet to define its
contribution to the combined velocity field. Referencing the angled jets issuing
roughly from left to right in Figure 8.4, the upper jet will be given the subscript
1 while the lower jet will be given subscript 2. To arrive at the upper jet-centric
coordinates from the global coordinates, a vertical transformation of D/2a and a
counterclockwise transformation through an angle of θ/2 must be applied. This
transformation may be written as:
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Figure 8.4: Annotated two jet flow field schematic with coordinate systems and
applicable velocities.
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) (8.4)

Similarly arriving at the lower jet-centric coordinates from the global co-
ordinates, requires a vertical transformation of −D/2a and a clockwise transfor-
mation through an angle of θ/2. This transformation may be written as:

s2 = x cos
(

θ

2

)
+

(
y− D

2a

)
sin
(

θ

2

)
r2 = −x sin

(
θ

2

)
+

(
y− D

2a

)
cos

(
θ

2

) (8.5)

From the above coordinate transformations, any location within the global
coordinate system (x, y) can be rewritten in the local coordinate systems as (s1, r1)
or (s2, r2). Using the mean velocity profile discussed in Section 8.1, these two
jet-centric locations correspond to local velocities uj,1 and uj,2. These velocities
remain in the direction of their respective jet.

To combine the flow field into a single flow containing both jets, the ef-
fects from jets 1 and 2 are combined via superposition of the velocities uj,1 and
uj,2. This approach attempts broadly to approximate conservation of mass by al-
lowing the flow from both jets to pass through each point in the flow field, and jet
interaction is manifested as the superposition between the flows. For simplicity,
these two values are broken into components aligned with the global coordinate
system:

u1 = uj,1 cos
(

θ

2

)
and v1 = uj,1 sin

(
θ

2

)
(8.6)

u2 = uj,2 cos
(

θ

2

)
and v2 = −uj,2 sin

(
θ

2

)
(8.7)

Then the jet specific components u1, v1, u2, and v2, are summed to form the com-
bined flow velocity components u in the axial direction and v in the radial direc-
tion:

u = u1 + u2 = uj,1 cos
(

θ

2

)
+ uj,2 cos

(
θ

2

)
(8.8)
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v = v1 + v2 = uj,1 sin
(

θ

2

)
− uj,2 sin

(
θ

2

)
(8.9)

In summation, the combined flow at any given point of two nearby jets at
some spacing and outward offset angle is calculated by:

1. Defining the point in global coordinates (x, y)

2. Translating the point into both jet-centric coordinate systems as (s1, r1) and
(s2, r2)

3. Using Equations 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 to calculate uj,1 and uj,2

4. Using Equation 8.8 and 8.9 to combine the individual jet contributions into
the axial (u) and radial (v) velocity components of the combined field in
global coordinates.

8.4 Describing metrics to characterize the intensity of jet interaction in the
mean velocity field

Jet interactions can be broadly characterized by the velocity in the center
of the combined flow field and the location of the peak velocities when examined
on a line parallel to the radial axis as shown in Figure 8.4. The line parallel to the
radial axis can be given the equation x = c and can be evaluated for any constant
value c > 0. The first characteristic is amplified centerline velocity (uc), and the
second characteristic is an inward shift of local peak velocity locations. The local
peak velocity (up) is defined as the maximum axial velocity along any given line
parallel to the radial axis. This peak velocity occurs equally at two locations due
to flow field symmetry. Both uc and up are shown in their respective locations in
Figure 8.4. The strength of interactions rely on the relative effects of the construc-
tive interference of the two jet velocity profiles against their outward orientation
and dissipation of the entire flow field as expressed through velocity decay. The
degree to which jet interactions occur are defined by the offset angle (θ/2) and
jet spacing (D/a). Jet interactions are only examined here prior to the axial (x)
location where up/U > 0.02. This location corresponds to a local peak axial ve-
locity of approximately 1 m/s in the performed PIV experiments. While some
significant interactions may be predicted at very far distances, these predictions
hold little applicability in most practical flows.

The first characteristic of interacting jets is an amplified centerline veloc-
ity (uc) due to the superposition of the two jet flows. The centerline velocity is
horizontally directed due to the symmetric nature of the jet arrangement, and is
defined at a radial location of y = 0. While the majority of the flow field deceler-
ates as the jets spread and dissipate, the centerline velocity actually increases for
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some values of x/a along the axial axis before decreasing in the far field. Figure
8.5 shows predicted centerline velocity normalized by the axial exit velocity (U)
for various jet arrangements.

To characterize relative magnitude of uc to the flow’s cross-section at any
axial location, the ratio uc/up is implemented. The centerline to local peak ve-
locity ratio allows for a simple definition of when jet combination occurs. Jet
combination is the phenomenon which occurs when interaction is so strong that
there are no longer individual local velocity peaks associated with each of the two
original jets. When jets combine, the new combined peak velocity exists along the
flow’s axial centerline. As such, jet combination is noted when uc = up, and this
can be expressed as the ratio uc/up reaching unity.

While some jet pairs are predicted to combine, this only occurs for jets with
a small spacing and limited outward projection angle. To describe if the interac-
tion between the two jets is relatively significant, a threshold value of uc/up ≥ 0.1
is identified. This threshold value was chosen because it reflects the centerline
velocity reaching a magnitude within one order of magnitude of the local peak
velocity.

The second characteristic of interacting jets is the tendency for the loca-
tions (yp) where the local peak velocity (up) occurs to move closer to the center
of the flow rather than maintain trajectories along the streamwise axes. To de-
scribe the mechanism behind why the locations of local peak axial velocity are
closer than the streamwise axis trajectory, it is useful to consider the contribution
of each jet to the combined flow field individually. Considering a single jet, the
local peak velocity will always coincide with the jet’s own streamwise axis. This
trajectory will be maintained throughout the domain. When considering the ve-
locity profile of the second jet near the streamwise axis belonging to the first jet,
the second jet’s local velocities will always be decreasing away from the second
jets streamwise axis. Therefore, the velocity contribution from the second jet will
be greater on the side of the first jet’s streamwise axis which is closer to the center
of the flow (near the axial axis). As shown in Figure 8.6, this unequal contribution
must shift the peak inwards. The example shown the Figure 8.6 represents signif-
icant peak shift, but the shift is more likely less noticeable and even imperceivable
in circumstances with large jet offsets.

As previously described, jet combination occurs when two peaks corre-
sponding to the individual jets are no longer perceivable (yp = 0). When uc/up
reaches unity, the distance from both local peaks to the central axis (yp) simultane-
ously reaches zero. This leads to an appearance that the jets are turning towards
each other, but the peak shift and jet merger is truly caused by increasing velocity
in the center of the flow due to the velocity superposition. Velocity is directed
away from the center of the flow in all locations except the axial axis.

Using the combined flow field approximation developed in Section 8.3,
examples of various scenarios which lead to combination, significant interaction,
and no appreciable interaction can be demonstrated. Shown in Figure 8.7, com-
bined flow fields were calculated for jets with various offset angles at jet spacings
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Figure 8.5: (a-c) Centerline velocity versus axial position in combined flow field
at various spacings and angles.
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Figure 8.6: Inward shift of peak velocity in combined flow field.

of D/a = 3, 6, and 12. The plots of centerline to local peak velocity ratio ver-
sus axial position demonstrate how increased offset angle at a given spacing al-
ways leads to a lower predicted interaction. The plots of the location of the local
velocity peak also show how the local velocity peak will pull towards the flow
centerline in higher interaction and combination scenarios, but can often follow
very closely to the initial streamwise trajectory. In general, less spacing and angle
leads to more interaction and likelihood for combination.

8.5 Outwardly oriented gas jet interaction predictions for fabricated orifice
plates

As described in Chapter 7, a series of two jet orifice plates were fabricated
at spacings of D/a = 3, 6, and 12 and at offset angles of θ = 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, and
40 °. To predict the expected interaction intensity along with the possibility of jet
combination, combined flow fields were computed through a range of jet offsets
and separation angles as shown in Figure 8.8, and the location of the fabricated
orifice plates are marked with white stars. The axial location (x/a) where signif-
icant interaction (uc/up ≥ 0.1) was first predicted is shown throughout the D/a
versus θ parameter space. If the interaction threshold was not reached before the
local peak velocity diminished to 2% of the axial component of the exit velocity,
then no interaction is reported. Additionally, jet combination is predicted to oc-
cur on any geometric configuration in the region below the dashed line near the
smallest jet separation and offset values.
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Figure 8.7: (a, c, e) Centerline to local peak velocity ratio versus axial position
in combined flow field for various jet spacings and offset angles, and (b, d, f)
local peak velocity location (solid lines) versus axial position compared to the
streamwise axis trajectory (dashed lines) demonstrating inward peak shift and
jet combination.
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Figure 8.8: Jet interaction map depicting the location of first significant interaction
and predicted jet combination region at various combinations of jet spacing and
offset angle.

In Figure 8.8, it is clear that jet interaction should increase with decreased
jet spacing and offset angle. The axial distance needed for significant jet interac-
tion to occur increases more rapidly with increasing offset angle than increasing
orifice separation. Significant interaction is not predicted to exist at offset angles
above 23°. Similarly, jet combination appears to only occur at relatively small
offset angles below 6.8°. In general, jet interactions are predicted to be more sen-
sitive to changes in offset angle than spacing.
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CHAPTER 9

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS OF
STEADY STATE TWO JET VELOCITY FIELDS

Using the previously described steady state venting apparatus with inter-
changeable orifice plates and the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurement
technique technique was used to conduct experiments to quantify:

• The velocity field for steady-state gas venting flow from multiple outwardly
directed gas jets.

Time resolved measurements of two jet configurations of various spacings
and offset angles were made to develop a foundational understanding of the jet
interactions.

9.1 Steady state PIV test series

Each individual trial was performed with a unique jet configuration, but
the jet exit velocity was maintained constant throughout the test series. The stag-
nation pressure in the upstream stilling chamber was set to 129 kPa for each trial.
This gave a stagnation to atmospheric pressure ratio of 1.50. Since the stagnation
pressure was not sufficiently large to choke the flow, the jets exited the orifice
plate subsonically at atmospheric pressure. The jet exit velocity was calculated
as Mach 0.784 or 256 m/s using isentropic flow relationships. The jets were com-
pressible in the region immediately adjacent to the orifice exit. Mean stagna-
tion pressure and temperature measurements were recorded during each trial as
recorded in Table 9.1.

One thousand image pairs were recorded during each trial. PIV process-
ing in Insight 4G software calculated instantaneous velocity fields as shown in
Figure 9.1 for each frame pair. Due to a lack of sufficient environmental particle
seeding and high deformation between particle groups, PIV processing reliability
was limited in the region nearest the orifice plate. Velocity fields reported here
have been limited to the region beyond 10 diameters from the orifice exit in the
axial direction. By limiting the domain of reported data, non-physical velocities
associated with poor PIV correlations have been removed. Additionally, limit-
ing the domain of the velocity field analysis limited any complexities associated
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Table 9.1: Exit velocities for PIV trials calculated from stagnation property mea-
surements

Test Stagnation Stagnation Exit Mach Exit velocity
geometry pressure temperature number (Uj)

(kPa, abs) (°C) (m/s)
Nominal set point 129 25.0 0.784 256
D/a = 3, θ = 0◦ 129 24.2 0.781 255

D/a = 3, θ = 10◦ 129 24.8 0.782 256
D/a = 3, θ = 20◦ 129 25.5 0.783 256
D/a = 3, θ = 30◦ 129 24.9 0.782 256
D/a = 6, θ = 0◦ 128 24.6 0.775 253

D/a = 6, θ = 10◦ 129 24.3 0.784 256
D/a = 6, θ = 20◦ 128 23.9 0.778 254
D/a = 6, θ = 30◦ 129 24.7 0.783 256
D/a = 12, θ = 0◦ 129 25.1 0.780 255

D/a = 12, θ = 10◦ 129 24.8 0.781 255
D/a = 12, θ = 20◦ 128 23.7 0.779 254

Test average 129 24.6 0.781 255

with compressibility near the jet exit. Considering the average Mach number of
0.781 at the jet exit, u/U values of 0.384, 0.386, 0.390, and 0.398 corresponded to
local Mach numbers of 0.3 at offset spacings of 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°respectively.
U varies between test geometries as this velocity is in the global axial direction.
A Mach number of 0.3 is a typical threshold below which flows are considered
incompressible [67]. Velocities higher than this threshold were only observed
and predicted in a small region near the jet local peaks between x/a = 10 and
x/a = 12. Limiting the analysis to the incompressible portion of the jet flow
allows for better comparison to the predicted flow model which is based on pre-
vious experimentation on incompressible jets.

The instantaneous velocity fields were used to calculate mean velocity and
turbulence statistics. Since the flow was sufficiently fast compared to the 84.9 mm
PIV field of view and 15 Hz laser repetition rate, individual turbulent structures
could not be tracked between successive frame pairs.
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Figure 9.1: (a-d) Still frames recorded during a PIV trial which were processed to
create (e, f) instantaneous velocity fields.
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9.2 Mean velocity field measurements

Instantaneous velocity field measurements were used to calculate the mean
velocity field for each two jet geometry tested. Figures 9.2 through 9.6 show axial
velocity distributions throughout the measured flow field as contour plots for the
D/a = 3, D/a = 6, and D/a = 12 geometries at various angles (θ), respectively.
These contours are compared against the predicted velocity field calculated from
the method described in Chapter 8. In all contour plots, the axial component of
the mean velocity (u) is normalized by the axial component (U) of the jet exit
velocity (Uj).

Jets pairs with the closest spacings and offset angles typically demon-
strated more interaction than those with either a wider spacing or offset angle.
The analytical model prediction and experimental results flow field characteris-
tics compared well in all trials. In all three spacings, the parallel jets tended to
pull together towards combining into a single velocity profile. Within the experi-
mental region of interest, the 3 and 6 diameter cases did combine such that there
was only a single resolved velocity peak. Jet combination in these two cases also
led to higher retained velocity for further distances in the axial direction. Jets with
offset angles of 10° consistently demonstrated the highest mean velocities in the
region between the two jets, but less interaction was present for the D/a = 12,
θ = 10◦ trial. Much less interaction was predicted and observed at angles of 20°
or 30°.

In addition to the velocities, radial cross sections of the mean axial veloc-
ity field were plotted at various axial (x/a) locations as shown in Figures 9.8, 9.9,
and 9.10. The predicted flow and experimental results captured the same velocity
profile trends in all cases. The differences between predicted and experimental
velocity profiles were similar to the precision of the optimized single jet profile
in Chapter 8. Initially, all flow fields showed two distinct velocity peaks associ-
ated with each individual jet. All velocity profiles decayed and spread at cross
sections further downstream. In cases with little or no interaction, the individual
jet profiles closely resemble single jets, and jet peaks moved away from the flow
field centerline.

When interaction between the two jets was observed, the outer side of each
jet velocity profile appeared relatively unaffected. However, the constructive in-
terference of the two jets near the center of the flow caused increasing centerline
velocities downstream and less steep velocity gradients in the area near the center
of the flow. Though less steep than the outside of the jet, the velocity profile from
either jet’s local peak to the centerline velocity qualitatively appeared similar to
the Gaussian-like profile of a single jet.

Parallel jets which combined into a single profile, or likely would have
if measurements extended further downstream, demonstrated interaction in the
mean velocity profile similar to angled jets. Combination occurred rapidly after
the centerline velocity was similar to the peak velocity such as the x/a = 25
or x/a = 35 profiles for the 3 and 6 diameter spacing trials, respectively. The
velocity profile between the two peaks began to level after these profiles, and the
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Figure 9.2: Contour plot comparison between (a and c) experimentally recorded
and (b and d) predicted mean velocity fields for jets with an orifice spacing or
D/a = 3 and offset angles of 0°and 10°.
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Figure 9.3: Contour plot comparison between (a and c) experimentally recorded
and (b and d) predicted mean velocity fields for jets with an orifice spacing or
D/a = 3 and offset angles of 20°and 30°.
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Figure 9.4: Contour plot comparison between (a and c) experimentally recorded
and (b and d) predicted mean velocity fields for jets with an orifice spacing or
D/a = 6 and offset angles of 0°and 10°.
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Figure 9.5: Contour plot comparison between (a and c) experimentally recorded
and (b and d) predicted mean velocity fields for jets with an orifice spacing or
D/a = 6 and offset angles of 20°and 30°.
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Figure 9.6: Contour plot comparison between (a, c, e, g) experimentally recorded
and (b, d, f, h) predicted mean velocity fields for jets with an orifice spacing or
D/a = 12 and offset angles of 0°, 10°, and 20°.
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velocity peaks rapidly pulled to the center of the flow field. After jet combination,
only a single velocity peak was able to be resolved.

In some trials, the relative strength of the two jets appeared uneven though
the predicted velocity field is symmetric. An example of this is the D/a = 6,
θ = 20◦ trial. This is attributed to a slight imprecision in the alignment of the
orifice plate during mounting. The clearance between the mounting screws and
their associated holes in the orifice plates allowed for a small rotation of the plate.
As such, the laser sheet did not illuminate the exact center of either jet causing
the measured velocities to be lower than expected.

Various uncertainty quantification methods have been developed and com-
pared for evaluating PIV datasets, and more sophisticated methods have incor-
porated evaluation of cross correlation performance [96, 97]. Here, a conservative
uncertainty propagation is implemented which relies on calculating mean axial
velocity uncertainty (Uu) as:

Uu =
σu(t)√

N
(9.1)

where σu(t) is the standard deviation of instantaneous velocity measure-
ments (u(t)) and N is the number of frame pairs recorded (N = 1, 000 for all
tests here) [98]. By using the standard deviation of instantaneous velocity mea-
surements, this method accounts for, but does not differentiate between, uncer-
tainty associated with the actual turbulent nature of the measurement and mea-
surement errors in data collection and processing [98]. Since axial velocity is a
function of the position within the field of view, velocity uncertainty is variable
throughout the measurement domain. This is represented for the D/a = 6 and
θ = 0◦ trial in Figure 9.7. Of note, mean axial velocity uncertainty calculated
similarly to and is directly proportional to the turbulence strength discussed
in Section 9.3. Spatial trends in mean velocity uncertainty can thus be inferred
from Figures 9.13 through 9.15. The maximum mean axial velocity uncertainty
recorded from all trials was 2 m/s which occurred near the orifices of the jets for
the D/a = 6, θ = 0◦ trial. This is a conservative estimation for uncertainty in
the region of the flow near the jet orifices at axial distances below approximately
x/a = 10. Mean axial velocity uncertainty further downstream is below approx-
imately 0.7 m/s.
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Figure 9.7: Local mean axial velocity uncertainty contour for the D/a = 6, θ = 0◦

trial which has the largest uncertainty value observed here.

9.2.1 Centerline velocity changes in the axial direction

The ratio of centerline velocity to the local peak velocity (uc/up) can be a
quantification for describing the level of interaction between two jets at some ax-
ial location (x/a). Shown in Figure 9.11, the centerline to local peak velocity ratio
increases throughout the PIV measurement region of interest. This ratio reached
unity for the 3 and 6 diameter parallel jet cases as these jets were observed to
combine prior to 50 diameters downstream in the axial direction. Additionally,
all 10° jets and the D/a = 3, θ = 20◦ trials showed significant interaction as
previously defined of the uc/up ratio reaching a value of 0.1. It is likely that the
D/a = 6, θ = 20◦ trial would have also interacted before the flow dissipated, but
the maximum uc/up value observed within the measurement domain was 0.066.
The remaining trials showed little increase in centerline velocity, so the jets did
not interact.

In all test geometries represented in Figure 9.11, the PIV results showed
interaction occurring before the predicted flow field. This was particularly ap-
parent at the smallest spacings and offset angles and in the region of the flow
field closest to the jet orifices. This is likely related to the prediction underesti-
mating the width of the jets at given locations, because the prediction and PIV
measurements both showed uc/up ratios tenting towards similar values further
in the flow field.
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Figure 9.8: Axial velocity profile comparison between PIV measurements and
model predictions at various axial locations for jets with orifice spacing of D/a =
3.
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Figure 9.9: Axial velocity profile comparison between PIV measurements and
model predictions at various axial locations for jets with orifice spacing of D/a =
6.
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Figure 9.10: Axial velocity profile comparison between PIV measurements and
model predictions at various axial locations for jets with orifice spacing of D/a =
12.
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Figure 9.11: Measured and predicted centerline to local peak velocity ratio pro-
gression for spacings of (a) D/a = 3, (b) D/a = 6, and (c) D/a = 12.
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9.2.2 Tracking local peak velocity in the mean flow field

During the discussion of the predicted two jet flow field, an inward shift
in local peak velocity associated with the superposition of the two jets’ contri-
butions to the combined field was discussed. The observed location of the local
peak velocities associated with the top and bottom jets was tracked throughout
the PIV region of interest and compared to the predicted flow field in Figure 9.12.
Top and bottom jet nomenclature refers to the location of the jet in the positive or
negative y/a half of the PIV region of interest respectively as visualized in Figures
9.2(a and c), 9.3(a and c), 9.4(a and c), 9.5(a and c), and 9.6(a, c, and e). Generally,
prediction captured the progression of the local peak velocity locations well in-
cluding the distinct, inward curving path for the parallel jets. The accuracy of the
prediction was greater for narrower jets. The inaccuracies at the 30° offset angle
trials were likely associated with orifice plate machining imprecision particularly
regarding the internal and external surface qualities of the orifice plates.
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Figure 9.12: Measured and predicted local peak velocity location progression for
spacings of (a) D/a = 3, (b) D/a = 6, and (c) D/a = 12.
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9.3 Turbulence strength observations

Turbulence strength fields were calculated for each of the trials in this
test series as another method to characterize the jet interactions. The turbulence
strength is calculated as the root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity and is
used to describe much turbulence varies the velocity at a given location from the
mean flow. Turbulent velocity (u′(t)) is calculated as the difference between the
instantaneous velocity (u(t)) at some point and the corresponding mean velocity
(u) at that location as:

u′(t) = u(t)− u (9.2)

Turbulent strength (u′rms) was calculated for each point in the flow field as:

u′rms =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

[u′(tn)]
2 (9.3)

where N represents the number of PIV frame pairs in the dataset. Like
mean velocity previously reported, turbulent strength calculations are reported
here focus on the axial component of the flow and were normalized by the axial
component of the jet exit velocity (U).

Figures 9.13, 9.14, and 9.15 show the contour maps and radial cross sec-
tions of the turbulent strength fields for each of the trials at 3, 6, and 12 diameter
spacings respectively. Jet pairs with smaller spacings and offset angles had in-
creased levels of turbulence in the region between the two jets than the outer
periphery of the flow. The jet pairs with the highest levels of interaction based
on the mean velocity field also had the most notable increase in turbulence in the
central region of the flow.

In all scenarios, the turbulence cross sections initially captured two main
peaks associated with the each jet in the pair. Smaller local peaks were associ-
ated with the maximum shear stress in each jet, and the local mean peak velocity
coincided with the valley in the middle of these two locations. These profiles
decayed, spread, and appeared to constructively interfere similarly to the mean
velocity profiles in Section 9.2. The turbulence strength profiles began to combine
into a single profile where the initial effects of either jet were no longer able to be
resolved similar to the mean velocity field measurements. However, unlike the
mean velocity field which combined and resembled a single jet, the combined tur-
bulence fields resemble a broad plateau of fairly consistent turbulence strength.
Additionally, turbulence combination was seen before jet combination and even
in scenarios such as D/a = 3, θ = 10◦ where jet combination was not predicted
before the jets were dissipated (per Figure 8.8). In scenarios where the turbulence
strength profiles did not fully combine, the turbulence profiles became largely
broad plateaus with only small peaks associated with the initial jet profiles and a
small valley along the flow centerline. Generally, the turbulence strength profiles
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follow demonstrated greatest interaction at closely spaced and narrowly offset or
parallel jet configurations, and the distinction in the turbulence profile between
the two jets became minimal relatively early in the flow field.
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Figure 9.13: (a, c, e, g) Turbulence strength contours and (b, d, f, h) profiles for
PIV trials with orifice spacing of D/a = 3.
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Figure 9.14: (a, c, e, g) Turbulence strength contours and (b, d, f, h) profiles for
PIV trials with orifice spacing of D/a = 6.
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Figure 9.15: (a, c, e) Turbulence strength contours and (b, d, f) profiles for PIV
trials with orifice spacing of D/a = 12.
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9.4 Estimated mass flow entrainment from experimentally observed flow fields

9.4.1 Estimating three-dimensional flow field from two-dimensional
PIV data

To describe how mass flow was entrained as jet flows evolved in the global
axial (x) direction, mass flow rate ṁ is defined as:

ṁ = ρ
∫

udA (9.4)

where the jets were evaluated as incompressible such that trends in mass flow
rate were solely attributed to changes in the velocity field. Additionally, the axial
velocity component u was used, and the surface through which the integral was
evaluated (dA) was perpendicular to this velocity component. A limitation to the
ability to directly quantify mass flow rate from the experiments performed here
is the two-dimensional nature of the PIV data recorded while information about
the full three-dimensional velocity fields was required to evaluate the integral in
Equation 9.4. Accordingly, assumptions were made to expand PIV measurements
into approximated three-dimensional velocity fields to complete the mass flow
rate calculation.

A typical and logical assumption for jet flows would be assuming radial
symmetry and reforming Equation 9.4 in cylindrical coordinates. Shown in Fig-
ure 9.16, performing this calculation on the baseline single jet experiment cap-
tured the linear mass flow entrainment trend as the mean velocity profile model
described in Section 8.1. Entrainment rate here refers to the rate of change of the
quantified mass flow rate in Equation 9.4 with respect to changes in axial posi-
tion. The mass flow rate calculation based on the mean velocity profile model is
predicted to be inaccurate at values of x/a < 10 due to compressibility effects
and the downstream location of the virtual origin. Offset in the slopes of these
lines was attributed to different jet velocity profile shapes as reported in Figure
8.3. Reported mass flow rates have been normalized by the flow rate at the orifice
plate as calculated from isentropic flow relations and stagnation property mea-
surements. The predicted flow field had a wider jet profile than the PIV data
which caused an increase in the mass flow rate integral. Jet prediction model
constants optimization was biased to capture local velocity peaks rather than the
lower velocity tails of the jet profile which comprised the majority of the mass
flow rate. Assuming radial symmetry captured the entrainment characteristics of
a single jet. However, a radial symmetry approximation does not work for the
two jet configurations as these flows were not rotationally symmetric.

From observations reported in literature on rows of parallel jets at various
spacings, the velocity profile in the out-of-plane direction (not measured here) is
self similar to the single jet profile [99]. It is assumed that this observation would
extend to outwardly angled jets as the flow field similarities between parallel and
angled jets have been demonstrated here. Here, the third axis to complete the full
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Figure 9.16: Comparing predicted mass flow rate from the single jet velocity field
model to approximations based on the measured PIV velocity field.

flow field is referred to as “out-of-PIV-plane” and its coordinate location is given
the variable z. The local peak to the jet profile in the out-of-PIV-plane direction
occurs at z = 0 in the xy-plane which contains both orifices and the trajectory of
each jet. Since the PIV data recorded here was taken in this xy-plane, the mea-
sured velocity fields reported in Figures 9.2 through 9.6 were used as the basis
to estimate the entire three-dimensional flow field. Shown in Figure 9.17(a) and
(b), the full three-dimensional velocity field of a flow was reconstructed by us-
ing rows of data from the PIV measured xy-plane to approximate the remainder
of the yz-plane velocity field at various axial (x/a) positions. Within an approx-
imated yz-plane velocity field, the only directly measured data was at z = 0.
Moving away from the data at z = 0, the approximated local velocities follow
a jet profile (represented in Figure 9.17(c)) which is defined for each radial po-
sition (y/a) in the plane. Advantages of this flow field approximation method
include the ability account for the interacting region between jets and no need
for prior knowledge about the flow field such as an axis of symmetry or any jet
configuration geometry. Additionally, mass flow rate can be easily calculated by
numerically integrating the approximated yz-plane velocity fields at any axial
location.

This flow field reconstruction technique was also compared to the mass
flow rate entrainment estimation calculated from the mean velocity profile model
in Figure 9.16. Similar to the model prediction and the previous rotational sym-
metry calculation, mass flow rate increased linearly with axial position. The slope
discrepancy between assuming the z-direction profile and the model was smaller
than when rotational symmetry was evaluated because the jet profile in the as-
sumed z-direction technique matched the shape of the model more closely. Since
the three-dimensional flow field constructed by assuming a jet velocity profile in
the z-direction captures similar mass flow rate trends to model prediction and
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Figure 9.17: (a) Schematic representation demonstrating how two dimensional
PIV data is used to reconstruct and approximate the full three dimensional flow
field. (b) Velocity is approximated in the yz-plane at each axial (x/a) location
using using PIV data at z = 0 in the plane and a (c) jet profile to approximate the
velocity field variation in the z-direction
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the typical rotational symmetry argument for a single jet, this method was used
to evaluate mass flow rate for the two jet configurations.

9.4.2 Mass flow entrainment observations for pairs of outwardly an-
gled jet pairs

Using the three-dimensional flow field reconstruction method which as-
sumes a jet profile in the out-of-PIV-plane z-direction, mass flow rate was cal-
culated versus axial position for the parallel and angled jet pairs at normalized
orifice spacings of D/a = 3 and D/a = 6. The D/a = 12 trials were excluded
from this analysis because their spacing resulted in clipping of the flow field at
the edge of the PIV field of view. Further, due to the superposition method for
modeling of the two jet configurations, mass flow rate entrainment was predicted
to be equal for all test geometries. For this reason, this analysis focuses on the re-
sults obtained through the approximated three-dimensional flow fields generated
from experimental data.

Shown in Figure 9.18, all jet configurations demonstrated an increasing
mass flow rate as a function of axial position as the jet pairs spread and interacted
with each other. Here, mass flow rate is reported as a ratio of the mass flow rate
estimated at a specific x/a location to the mass flow rate at the orifice plate which
was calculated from stagnation properties. The outwardly oriented jet pairs of all
angles demonstrated similar, consistent entrainment rates throughout the region
of interest.

The D/a = 6, θ = 10◦ example has a higher than typical mass flow rate
associated with relatively higher and more symmetric jet velocity profiles than
the θ = 20◦ and θ = 30◦ examples which can be observed in Figure 9.9. This
example still demonstrated a similar mass entrainment rate to the other angled
jet configurations which was noted by the slope of the mass flow rate trend. To
demonstrate the similarity in entrainment rates between trials without the offset
seen in the D/a = 6, θ = 10◦ example in Figure 9.18, the mass flow rate trends
were re-normalized by the observed flow rate at x/a = 10 at the beginning of the
PIV quantification region as shown in Figure 9.18. In these plots, the angled jets
mass flow rate trends more closely coalesced along a consistent entrainment rate.

While angled jets appeared to demonstrate similar mass flow rate changes
as a function of axial position, the parallel jets scenarios showed an entrainment
rate which decreased at further locations. Particularly noticeable in the D/a = 6
parallel jet example, the mass flow rate trend compared similarly to the angled
jets at first, but significant divergence was noted after approximately x/a = 25.
This divergence occurred while interaction between the two jets was significant
as demonstrated with a uc/up ratio of nearly 0.75. Similar interaction was ob-
served earlier in the parallel D/a = 3 trial which was likely the cause of the
mass flow rate divergence from the angled jet cases sooner in the axial direction.
These observations were also made by E. B. Gordon and I. Greber for experi-
ments on rows of parallel jets where mass flow rate increased similarly for all jet
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Figure 9.18: Mass flow rate versus axial position approximated from PIV mea-
sured velocity fields for the (a) D/a = 3 and (b) D/a = 6 test geometries. Mass
flow rate is normalized by the flow rate at the jet orifices as determined from
stagnation pressure and temperature.

Figure 9.19: Mass flow rate versus axial position approximated from PIV mea-
sured velocity fields for the (a) D/a = 3 and (b) D/a = 6 test geometries. Mass
flow rate is normalized by the flow rate at the x/a = 10 flow cross section to
minimize vertical deviations between tests.
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spacings for some distance downstream until entrainment rate slowed [99]. The
location where entrainment rate began to slow increased with increasing initial
orifice spacing. Here, an outward offset angle had a similar effect to increased
orifice spacing because both of these geometric changes minimized the interac-
tion between jets thus allowing each individual jet more space to freely spread
and, importantly, interact with and ultimately entrain fluid from the quiescent
environment. Since it was observed that increased offset angle has a more promi-
nent effect on minimizing the intensity of jet interactions than increased orifice
spacing, variations in entrainment rate were only observed in the trials without
any outward jet orientation.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

The battery venting process under abuse conditions was investigated by
developing a new technique for pre-burst pressure measurement and character-
izations of the subsequent venting flow. The implementation of case strain was
unique among battery abuse experiments. The optical flow measurements pro-
vided a more thorough characterization of the fluid dynamics of battery venting
than previously attained. A greater scientific knowledge of lithium ion battery
safety was developed as the physical mechanism contributing to their greatest
hazards has been uniquely characterized.

The body of work presented here provides unique and useful quantifica-
tions and deeper understanding of the dynamics of pressure driven venting flows
comprised of multiple jets into a quiescent environment. While an application of
interest during these experiments was lithium ion battery venting failures, the
methods and analysis performed here were conducted such that the findings are
not limited to this specific application.

10.1 General remarks on non-invasive pressure monitoring and the subse-
quent venting dynamics

A methodology for strain based internal pressure measurement on both
thin and thick walled cylinders was developed. A test apparatus was constructed
allowing the non-invasive measurement of pressure build up during heating of a
test specimen. Validation experiments were performed which demonstrated the
capabilities and repeatability of the developed experimental method. Repeated
trials measured the predictable pressure response of carbon dioxide in a sealed
cylinder during constant volume heating.

High speed schlieren imaging measured transient single-phase and multi-
phase venting into the environment immediately after burst and its evolution
with time. Two different concentrations of sucrose solutions were tested and
exhibited different droplet breakup regimes. The lower viscosity solution was
atomized while the higher viscosity solution exhibited a second wind-induced
breakup regime. Droplet spray angle was initially much wider than gas jet spread-
ing and tended to zero as the liquid was expelled, but gas projection and spread-
ing was consistent throughout the simulated burst event. The low viscosity, at-
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omized flow was wider than the high viscosity, wind-blown spray. The outer
edges of multiphase transient venting flow was initially populated with particles
but was eventually bounded by gas. Since initial droplet spray angle was, wider
than the offset angle between the jets in the vent cap tested, nearby multiphase
venting flow characterization should consider spray interactions between jets in
the entire combined flow field.

Tip penetration and time-of-arrival measurements demonstrated that the
inclusion of liquid decreases the rate of flow front penetration into the environ-
ment. The flow front of small atomized particles from the low viscosity sucrose
solution were much closer to matching the gas-only trial than the high viscosity,
wind-induced flow. While the high viscosity droplets were slower, they deceler-
ate less quickly than the gas or atomized droplets which may lead to greater total
penetration into the surroundings.

The combined flow field from two nearby, outwardly angled jets was in-
vestigated in order to increase the basic, scientific understanding of jet interac-
tions common in venting scenarios. To predict how jet interactions would occur,
a simple model based on superposition of a single jet velocity profile was devel-
oped to make a priori predictions of the combined mean velocity field created
by the two nearby jets. Model constants were optimized for the specific orifice
shape and testing conditions by optimizing velocity decay and virtual origin lo-
cation for a single jet baseline experiment. This model was used to develop useful
metrics and predict the range of spacings and offset angles where jet combination
or significant interaction was expected to occur. By predicting the combined flow
for a broad range of angled jet geometries, it was observed that the strength of
jet interactions is more easily diminished by increasing offset angle rather than
orifice spacing. In contrast, jets with significantly large spacing or offset angle
larger than approximately 23° may be considered independent.

PIV experiments were performed at jet orifice spacings of 3, 6, and 12 di-
ameters with offset angles of 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°. Velocity profiles from PIV
measurements compared similarly to model predictions. The intensity of jet in-
teraction was quantified by both following the evolution of the centerline veloc-
ity between the jets as a percentage of the local peak velocity along with tracking
the inward shift of the local peak velocity caused by the superposition of the jet
flows. Mean axial velocity measurements demonstrated increased interaction be-
tween the jets at smaller offset angles and closer orifice spacings. Combination
of the jets was observed for parallel jet examples at 3 and 6 diameter orifice spac-
ings. As predicted by the model, interaction between the two jets appeared more
sensitive to changes in offset angle than initial spacing. Similar to the mean ve-
locity profiles, turbulence was amplified in the region between the two jets, and
increased turbulence was noticed closer to the orifices in the flow field than in-
creases in mean velocity. An approximation of mass flow entrainment was devel-
oped from the recorded PIV velocity fields which demonstrated that mass flow
rate increased with further axial distance from jet orifices. The two jet geome-
tries which combined in the PIV field of view demonstrated relatively decreased
entrainment at downstream axial positions.
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10.2 Findings specific to lithium ion battery safety

Using the non-invasive pressure measurement methodology, a series of
experiments on live 18650 format batteries was performed at heating rates of
2.4°C/min, 3.6°C/min, and 4.8°C/min. The highest rate test was performed in
duplicate. All tests captured a final pressure rise before venting onset beginning
between battery surface temperatures of 138°C and 151°C. The observed final
pressure rise in all trials had magnitudes comparable to the known burst pres-
sure of the vent caps installed on the brand of battery tested. The rate of pressure
build up within each battery increased before venting onset. By examining sur-
face temperature measurements made throughout these abuse experiments, it
was observed that the internal pressure build up before venting corresponds to
the onset of battery self-heating which indicates thermal runaway. Erroneous in-
dicated internal pressure measurements before the final pressure build up were
attributed to interactions between internal battery components and the case in-
cluding the possibility of localized component failures within the cell.

The novel ability to monitor the final pressure rise indicative of an im-
minent venting failure provides a useful, noninvasive diagnostic technique for
battery abuse testing. However, battery self heating was also observed as an in-
dicator of imminent venting failure. Temperature measurement was more simple
to implement than strain regarding the complexity of the experimental hardware,
data acquisition needs, and data processing. Strain measurement corrections re-
lied on knowing the battery case temperature throughout each trial, so strain
can only be realistically implemented in conjunction with temperature measure-
ments. Strain based internal pressure measurement was effective for observing
thermal runaway and gas generation prior to venting onset, but this method
should not be considered a replacement for temperature measurement as a means
of state-of-health monitoring.

Venting experiments performed here demonstrated that gas jet pairs show
increased interaction at low orifice spacings and offset angles. Given the approx-
imate orifice spacing of D/a = 6 for an 18650 format battery and an observed off-
set angle of 42°, the significantly wide offset angle would prevent any significant
jet interactions from occurring even at this moderate diameter spacing. Gas vent-
ing from a typical 18650 format battery may be considered as four independent
jets. However, the initial droplet spray cone angle of 97° and the significant con-
centration of atomized particles during the low viscosity sucrose solution burst
test indicates that spray patterns within the entire droplet field must be consid-
ered as a whole to characterize multiphase battery venting.

10.3 Future work

One main limitation to the strain based internal pressure build up mea-
surement methodology developed here is the potential for interactions between
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the tightly wound electrochemical components and the outer case of a cylindri-
cal battery causing erroneous strain measurements. Refocusing investigation on
more deformable battery construction styles, such as pouch cells, may be an alter-
native path to studying gas generation throughout the thermal runaway process.
Pouch style batteries typically swell during failure. Methods could be developed
to correlate the deformation of an unconstrained cell to internal pressure. Alter-
natively, these cells could be constrained during failure, and the load exerted by
on a hypothetical test fixture would correspond to the gas generation within the
battery. By advancing the understanding of pressure build up in cells of different
construction but identical chemistries, inferences could be made on the internal
state of cylindrical cells during thermal runaway.

Future investigation into the interaction of nearby gas jets can advance
understanding of venting flows in multiple useful ways. An important investi-
gation would be evaluating the accuracy and limitations of the velocity super-
position modeling method in other configurations such as inwardly angled jets
or flows caused by more than two equal strength jets. Superposition of other
flow properties which have been characterized for single jets, such as turbulence
strength, may yield useful predictions as well. Another consideration for eval-
uating the hazards of venting flows, including from failing batteries, is the sur-
rounding into which venting occurs. Here the environment adjacent the venting
flow was both quiescent and unobstructed, but many real-world scenarios may
include unrelated flows (e.g. heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) and ad-
ditional structures or enclosures. Investigating the effect of atmospheric pressure
on multiple jet flow interaction may also be of interest for aviation or space flight
applications. The presence of unique complexities would alter characteristics of
venting flows.

Additional research should be performed to quantify flammability of tran-
sient, multiphase venting. Both gas mixing and droplet spray will have important
contributions to the overall combustibility of flammable vented material. These
experiments should be complimented by further testing on live batteries to quan-
tify parameters such as droplet size and velocity to understand propagation into
the environment.
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